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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
The dis overy of the C60 "fullerene" mole ule by Curl, Kroto and Smalley in
1985 [1℄ opened a new era for

arbon-based materials. The high symmetry

of the mole ule and its unusual physi al properties inspired a large number
of

hemi al studies whi h resulted in the synthesis of thousands of new

pounds. In 1991 the synthesis of a ma ros opi
by Kräts hmer

et al.

amount of fullerene mole ules

[2℄ allowed to obtain solid C60 raising the interest of

the solid state physi s

ommunity.

In 1991 Haddon and

oworkers [3℄ showed that the inter alation of C60

rystals with alkali atoms gives rise to
show metalli

om-

harge transfer fulleride salts whi h

behavior and are super ondu ting with relatively high tran-

sition temperatures. In 1994 Pekker

et al.

found that in alkali inter alated

fullerides AC60 (A=K,Rb, Cs) the fullerene mole ules are
to ea h other forming one-dimensional polymeri

hains.

ovalently bonded
In the following

years an intensive resear h resulted in the dis overy of other one-, two- and
three-dimensional polymeri

stru tures.

The interplay of mole ular and solid state properties in the fullerene
mole ular

rystals results in a very ri h physi s. Fullerides are strongly

related ele troni

systems in whi h even small dieren es in the

or-

rystalline

stru ture strongly inuen es the ground state. Experimental eviden e and
theoreti al

al ulations showed that even the Jahn-Teller ee t whi h is dif-

 ult to observe in
ele troni

onventional material plays an important role in the

properties.

This thesis presents an experimental study of the properties of fulleride
ompounds obtained by ele tron spin resonan e (ESR) and mi rowave

on-

du tivity measurements. The re ent in rease of the sensitivity and resolution
of the ESR spe trometers allows to study in detail the phase distribution of
these materials on a s ale of some nanometers whi h is di ult to a

ess

by other experimental te hniques. The analysis of the ESR spe trum

om-

bined with the measurements of the
investigate both the ele troni
The rst

ondu tivity is a powerful method to

and magneti

properties of these materials.

hapter is a short review of the most relevant results in the

eld of fullerides

ompounds. In the se ond

and the experimental details of mi rowave

hapter the theoreti al aspe ts
ondu tivity and ele tron spin

resonan e (ESR) measurements are presented.
The high frequen y spe trometer at the Budapest University of Te hnol-
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ogy and E onomi s was built between 1994-1995 by András Jánossy, Gábor
Oszlányi and Titusz Fehér.

The sensitivity of the spe trometer was lim-

ited mainly by the low emitted power of the sour e at the highest frequen y
(225 GHz) and by the transmission losses in the wave guides. The la k of
ontrol on the mi rowave power rea hing the dete tor also limited the performan e of the spe trometer.
In 2005, it was de ided to modernize the spe trometer with the a quisition of a new mi rowave sour e and repla ing the wave guides by a quasiopti al bridge.

Previous experien e on similar experimental setups at the

ESR laboratory of the EPFL laboratories in Lausanne suggested the importan e to isolate the spe trometer vibrationally from the ground.

Relative

displa ements between the magnet and the opti al bridge results, in fa t,
in a

hange of the opti al path whi h indu es a noise at the dete tor. For

these reasons, we pla ed the spe trometer on a vibration-isolated supporting
stru ture. I parti ipate to the design of the stru ture in
Dr. Reis of the Building A ousti
of the Stru tural Department.

ollaboration with

Laboratory and Dr. Kiss and Dr. Hunyadi
The stru ture

mass isolated from the ground by 36

onsists of a 2-ton

on rete

blo ks and 4 bri k

olumns

opolymeri

strengthened by aluminum shafts supporting the opti al table.
neti

materials whi h

Ferromag-

ould inuen e the homogeneity of the magnet were

avoided. The self resonant frequen y of the stru ture is only 10 Hz. Me hani al vibrations with higher frequen y are damped e iently. The design of
the new elements of the spe trometer was
The

ompleted in the summer of 2006.

onstru tion of the supporting stru ture begins in September and ended

in Mar h 2007. The the rst spe trum was

olle ted in April 2007.

One of the rst problem that I studied during my Ph.D. was the nature
of the ground state of the Na2 C60 fulleride. This fulleride was believed to
be an insulator due to the
ele tron-ele tron

ooperative inuen e of the Jahn-Teller ee t and

orrelations. High frequen y ESR measurements performed

by me in 2005 and presented in

hapter 4

ontributed to show that the ele -

troni properties of this fulleride are instead determined by a segregation of
+
the Na ions in domains with dierent on entrations. This study was made
in

ollaboration with the groups guided by Katalin Kamáras and Sándor

Pekker of the Resear h Institute of Solid State Physi s and Opti s (SZFKI)
of the Hungarian A ademy of S ien e.
The

ollaboration with the SZFKI group

ontinued in the following three

years with the study of two fulleride polymers

hara terized by a stru tural

disorder whi h strongly inuen es their ele troni
On the bases of ESR and mi rowave

and magneti

properties.

ondu tivity measurements, presented in

hapter 5 we suggested that these two polymers are metalli
an Anderson lo alization of the ele troni

and go through

states with lowering temperatures.

Chapter 5 presents a study of the transport properties of the Li4 C60 fulleride polymer made in

ollaboration with the group of Mauro Ri

ó of the

University of Parma (IT) and Gábor Csányi of the University of Cambridge
(UK). Frequen y dependent
measurements
mer is an ioni

ondu tivity and nu lear magneti

ombined with theoreti al

resonan e

al ulations showed that this poly+
ondu tor due to the diusion of the Li ions. High frequen y
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ESR measurements performed by the new spe trometer
study of the mi rowave

ondu tivity showed a

tivity given by the hopping of lo alized ele troni
polarons.

ombined with a

ontribution to the

ondu -

states attributed to small

Chapter 2
Fullerene Solids
2.1

Introdu tion

Fullerene solids are mole ular

rystals in whi h the interplay of the mole ular

and solid state properties results in a very ri h physi s. In this
present a brief review of the stru tural and magneti

hapter, we

properties of fullerene

solids.
Due to the wast amount of experimental results and theoreti al

al ula-

tions reported in the last 20 years on these materials it is not possible to
give here a

omplete a

ount of the eld. Only the aspe ts relevant to the

thesis are presented. Parti ular attention will be given to the materials whi h
are obtained by inter alation of fullerene
atoms. More

rystals with alkali and alkali-earth

omplete reviews are given by Dresselhaus [4℄ and Forró and

Mihály [5℄. Many aspe ts of the ele troni

properties of fullerene solids, with

parti ular attention to super ondu tivity, are treated by Gunnarsson [6, 7℄.

2.2

The C60 mole ule

The C60 "fullerene" mole ule was dis overed by Curl, Kroto and Smalley
[1℄ in 1985 and be ame rapidly the obje t of study of many resear h groups
due to its highly symmetri

shape and unusual ele troni

C60 mole ule is formed by 60

The

arbon atoms positioned at the vertexes of

a trun ated i osahedron (Fig. 2.1).
symmetry point group,

properties.

This stru ture belongs to the highest

Ih , and is formed by 20 hexagonal and 12 pentagonal

arbon rings. The diameter of the mole ule is 7 Å with a 4 Å

avity inside.

The

urved surfa e strongly modies the hybridization of the 2s and 2p
2
3
ele tron orbitals of the C atoms whi h have both sp and sp
hara ter. Ea h
arbon is equivalent and onne ted to the three nearest neighbor atom by
sp2 bonds and has an o upied π orbital dire ted normal to the

distorted

surfa e of the mole ule.

The

π

orbitals are distorted by the

urved

age

of the mole ule in a way that the ele trons spend more time outside the
fullerene than inside. This ee t enhan es the overlap between the orbitals
of nearest neighbor C60 mole ules in the fulleride

rystals inuen ing their

band stru ture.
Contrary to graphite, the

π

orbitals are not delo alized on ea h C-C

6
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Figure 2.1: Ball and sti k representation of the stru ture of the C60 mole ule.
The two dierent C-C bonds are indi ated with red and yellow

olors.

bonds. The edges shared by two hexagons have a double bond nature and
are 1.391 Å long while the single bonds at the edge of the pentagons are
somewhat longer (1.455 Å).

The pentagonal

arbon rings are responsible

for the high ele tron anity of the mole ule whi h is estimated to be about
2.65 eV.

Figure 2.2: Ele troni
The ele troni

energy levels of the mole ule [8℄.

onguration of the fullerene mole ule

with a simplied LCAO method based on symmetry
to Hü kel [4, 8℄. This model
ele trons of the

arbons

an be

omputed

onsiderations a

ording

omputes the energy levels for the 240 valen e

onsidering all the 60 atoms equivalent.

240 ele trons 180 are in the lo alized

σ

Of these

mole ular orbitals with energies that

lie well below (a few eV) the Fermi energy. The transport and the opti al
properties of the fullerenes depend on the

onguration of the remaining 60

8
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π
a

ele trons. In Fig. 2.2 the energy level diagram of the C60 mole ule labeled
ording to the irredu ible representation of the

The ele troni

onguration is

Ih

point group is shown [8℄.

hara terized by a full HOMO level and an

empty LUMO level with an energy gap of 1.92 eV.

2.3

Crystalline

ompounds

2.3.1 Crystalline C60
In 1991 the synthesis of a ma ros opi
the study of solid C60 [2℄.
mole ular

rystal

pressure. The

amount of fullerene mole ules allowed

The C60 mole ules form a

lose pa ked

ubi

alled fullerite whi h is stable up to 700 K at ambient

rystal undergoes a rst order phase transition at 261 K from a

high temperature phase in whi h the C60 mole ules are almost freely rotating
to an orientationally ordered low temperature phase.
For

T > 261

K, the

14.17 Å (Fig. 2.3).

rystal latti e is

f cc

with a latti e parameter of

In this phase, as in other van-der-Waals solids

onsti-

tuted of round shape mole ules (e.g. benzene), the fullerene mole ules rotate
−11
se onds. The mole ules assume a
almost freely with a period of about 10
spheri al symmetry due to the rotation. For this reason the resulting stru tures belongs to the Fm3̄m spa e group although the C60 mole ule has no
four-fold axes.
When the temperature is lowered below 261 K, the re ipro al orientations
of the mole ules start to be

orrelated and the rotation be omes

onstrained

to spe i

axes [4℄. The mole ules jump between four dierent possible ori-

entations

hanging the rotation axes at dis rete time intervals.

The four

orientations are obtained by rotating the mole ule around the lo al (111)
◦
axes of 22 − 26 with respe t to the standard orientations shown in Fig 2.3.

The standard orientations are those whi h maintain the highest symmetry
(Th ) ompatible with the f

latti e and the i osahedral shape of the mole ule.

The resulting stru ture has four fullerene mole ules per unit

ell and belongs

to the Pa3̄ spa e group. With this re ipro al orientation, the mole ules fa e
the ele tron-ri h double bond against the ele tron-poor pentagon of their
neighbors minimizing the repulsion for es.
At about 90 K, a se ond order phase transition takes pla e when jumps
between the dierent orientations freeze. The resulting stru ture is

hara -

terized by a "merohedral" disorder in the relative orientations between the
C60 's.

2.3.2 Alkali inter alated fulleride salts
The fullerite stru ture des ribed in Se . 2.3.1 has three interstitial sites. One
has o tahedral symmetry and two smaller ones are tetrahedral. Due to the
large, (10 Å),
interstitial sites

enter to
an

enter distan e between two neighboring C60 's, the

ontain even large atoms or small mole ules. A

harge

transfer between the inter alated atoms and the strongly ele tron a

eptor

fullerene mole ules takes pla e, giving rise to

harge-transfer salts or poly-

9
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Figure 2.3: Left: Illustration of the C60

rystal. Right: s hemati

tation of the two possible orientations of the C60 mole ule in the

represen-

ubi

latti e

[5℄.

meri

stru tures that will be des ribed in the following se tion. The

transfer is

harge

omplete in most alkali inter alated salts with the ex eption of

Na10 C60 and Lix C60

ompounds. Partial

harge transfer was also observed

in alkali earth inter alated salts.
The

rystal stru ture and the dynami s of the C60 mole ule of fulleride

salts are strongly inuen ed by the size of the inter alated atoms. The dimension of the interstitial sites depends on the relative orientation of the
C60 's and large atoms

an be a

ommodated in the fullerene

rystal only

if the mole ules assume a given orientation. An analysis of the orientation
dependent potential whi h determines the arrangement of the mole ules in
alkali fulleride salts was given by Yildirim

et al.

[9℄. For small inter alated

atoms, the orientation of the fullerene mole ules is the result of the interation-C60 and C60 -C60 intera tions. Both of these intera tions

play of the

are minimized by the orientation in whi h a double bond fa es to a tetrahedral

ation.

This results in an orientationally ordered Pa3̄ phase as in

pure fullerite in whi h the mole ule rotation is hindered even above room
temperature.
In the

ase of large

a tion due to the short

+
+
+
ations (K , Rb and Cs ) the strong repulsive interation-anion distan es is predominant and stabilizes

a stru ture in whi h the fullerenes assume one of the standard orientations
fa ing the hexagon to the
rotation is strongly

ation.

Even in these stru tures, the mole ular

onstrained.

The latti e of Ax C60 (A=K, Rb and Cs) fullerite remains
of single interstitial sites o
higher o

upan y.

In the

f cc

in the

ase

upan y, i.e. for x ≤ 3, while it is distorted for
+
ase of smaller ions, like Na , the f cc latti e is

ompatible with multiple site o

upation.

In AC60 (A=K, Rb and Cs), the phase stable at high temperature (T

450

K) has a ro ksalt stru ture in whi h the A ions o

site of the f

>

upy the o tahedral

fullerene latti e without signi antly inuen ing the rotation

of the mole ules. The low temperature phases are polymer
will be presented in Se

ompounds that

2.3.4.

In A3 C60 (A= K and Rb), the strong short-range repulsive intera tion be-

10
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tween the large A ions in the tetrahedral sites and the C60 mole ules for es
the fullerene mole ules to assume one of the two standard orientations whi h
makes the tetrahedral sites larger. This intera tion stabilizes a Fm3̄m stru ture. Although the latti e has four-fold rotation axes, the mole ules are not
rotating due to the merohedral disorder whi h arises from the random o u+
anions are too

pation of the standard orientations [10℄. In Cs3 C60 , the Cs

large to enter the tetrahedral sites and this results in a multiphase stru ture
whi h is a mixture of body- entered orthorhombi
single-phase
The f

bco

(bco) and A15 phases. A

material forms applying pressures higher than 20 kbar [11℄

latti e distorts to body

entered tetragonal in A4 C60 (A=K and

Rb) to allow the insertion of two ions in the o tahedral site [12℄
In A6 C60 all mole ules have the same relative orientation. The tetrahedral sites of this stru tures are all equivalent. They are surrounded by two
pentagons and two hexagons.

All mole ular rotation is hindered and only

librations around the equilibrium positions are allowed.
Fulleride salts inter alated with Na are the subje t of Chap. 4. Here we
+
mention only that the small Na ions an form ubi inter alated salts even
with high

on entrations as in Na6 C60 . The fulleride salt with the highest Na

ontent per unit ell synthesized up to now is Na10 C60 [13℄. In this ompound
n−
the C60 are observed with n = 8 instead of the expe ted total harge transfer
n = 10. This was explained by the formation of Na+ ion lusters inside the
o tahedral site [13℄.
The study of the Li-C60 phase diagram is
of the Li atom whi h allows multiple o

ompli ated by the small size

upations of the interstitial sites

and it also gives rise to diusion. This results in multiphase materials with
poorly dened stru tures. Synthesis of Lix C60

x = 1 − 30

are reported [14, 15℄. For

x>7

ompounds with Li

Li atoms form

in rease the interfullerene distan e and redu e the

ontents

lusters whi h

harge transfer between

the C60 's and the Li atoms. To our knowledge, only Li16 C60 was reported to
be single-phased and monomeri

[14℄.

2.3.3 Alkali-earth inter alated fulleride salts
Very few studies were reported on alkali-earth inter alated fullerides relative
to those published on alkali fullerides probably due to the di ulties in the
synthesis of single-phase samples.
Ca was reported to form solid state solutions with C60 with a Ca
up to ve. Ca5 C60 was reported to have a

ubi

ontent

(Pa3̄) stru ture [16℄. A s an-

ning tunneling mi ros opy study indi ated the formation of four-membered
lusters in the o tahedral site and the o
2+
ations [17℄.
the fth Ca

upation of one tetrahedral site by

Ba and Sr inter alated fullerides are believed to have an in omplete harge
transfer and strong hybridization between the ele trons of the alkali earth
atom and the fullerene mole ule [18, 19℄. Ba3 C60 was reported to have an
interesting

sc

A15 stru ture in whi h the C60 's take perfe tly alternately

one of the two possible standard orientations suppressing the merohedral
disorder that

hara terize the A3 C60 alkali inter alated salts [20℄. Synthesis

of orthorhombi

Ba4 C60 and body

entered

ubi

Ba6 C60 multiphase samples
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was reported by Baenitz and Brown [18, 19℄. The existen e of single-phase

bcc

Ba6 C60 was also reported [20, 21℄. To our knowledge, two phases were

re ognized in the Srx C60 phase diagram with

x=4

and

x = 6.

2.3.4 Fulleride polymers
In 1993 Rao and
mole ules

oworkers made the remarkable dis overy that fullerene

an form

ovalent bonds between ea h other through a (2+2)

y-

loaddition rea tion, when exposed to ultraviolet light, in absen e of oxygen
[22℄. This results in a one dimensional polymeri
mole ules are bonded by four membered
The

hains in whi h the fullerene

arbon rings as shown in Fig. 2.4.

ovalent bonds distort the mole ules whi h be ome elongated along the

dire tion of polymerization and shrinks the interfullerene distan e from 10
to 9.1 Å.

Figure 2.4: Crystal stru ture of the fulleride photopolymer [23℄.
The

onditions under whi h

loaddition rea tion

ovalent bonds form through a (2+2)

an be understood

two neutral fullerene mole ules shown in Fig. 2.5.
mole ular orbitals

t1u

is uno

y-

onsidering the mole ular orbitals of
When the high energy

upied the formation of the

ovalent bond re-

quires a great a tivation energy. If instead, the t1u level is populated bonding
is favorable [23℄. Ele trons
light as in the

an be promoted to the t1u level by absorption of

ase of photopolymers or by

harge transfer from donor atoms

as in inter alated salts. Quantum hemi al al ulations [24℄ onrmed that
n−
C60 anions are unstable to the formation of (2+2) y loaddu ted ovalent
bonds for low values of n while for n ≥ 3 the single-bond ongurations are

more stable.

Polymerization of C60 mole ules was indu ed by applying pressures of
a few GPa also [26℄ (see Fig 2.8) .

The rst alkali inter alated fulleride

polymer was dis overed in 1994 when Pekker and
the orthorhombi
polymer [27, 28℄.

oworkers re ognized that

phase of AC60 (K, Rb, Cs) is a one-dimensional fulleride
In this

ase, polymerization takes pla e spontaneously
n−
and reversibly between the C60 anions. This is in ontrast with photoand pressure polymerization whi h is irreversible. Na2 AC60 (A=K, Rb) is a
linear polymer in whi h the fullerene mole ules are single-bonded as shown
in Fig. 2.6 [29℄.

Single-bond

two-dimensional polymer [30℄

onguration were found also in the Na4 C60
onrming the theoreti al

al ulations.

Although it is energeti ally favorable, polymerization is observed quite
rarely.

The four membered

arbon rings form only if the two fullerene

mole ules fa e double bonds to ea h other.

This orientation is not ener-

geti ally favorable be ause it brings two ele tron ri h parts of the mole ules
lose to ea h other.

For this reason (2+2)

y loaddition takes pla e only

12
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Figure 2.5:

Mole ular orbital energies of two rea ting fullerene mole ules

when an ele tron is promoted by absorption of a
(left) or by

UV

photon in the t1u levels

harge transfer from an inter alated atom (right) [25℄.

when fullerenes rotate almost freely. This explains why, e.g, A3 C60 fullerides
do not polymerize.
Latti e expansion due to large
This is the
alated

ounter-ions

an inhibit polymerization.

ase of the linear Na2 AC60 (A =K, Rb, Cs) polymers. The K inter-

ompound polymerizes

ompletely while in Na2 RbC60 it takes pla e

only partially giving rise to an inhomogeneous material [29℄.

A moderate

pressure of 0.9 GPa is needed to stabilize the polymerization in Na2 CsC60
[29℄.

The same me hanism is observed in the Li-C60 system.

ter alation levels, polymeri
two-dimensional (2+2)

Li4 C60 has an unusual two-dimensional poly-

stru ture in whi h double and single interfullerene bonds

Fig. 2.7) [32℄.

For low in-

LiC60 was reported to be a

y loaddu ted polymer [31℄ but this result was not

onrmed by other groups.
meri

stru tures form.

oexist (see

For higher inter alation levels, the formation of Li

redu es the e ien y of the

lusters

harge transfer and in reases the interfullerene

distan e thus preventing polymerization.

Figure 2.6:

The "single-bond" stru ture of the Na2 AC60 (A=K, Rb, Cs)

linear polymers [5℄.
The formation of single bonded

ongurations is less limited by geometri

onstraints. A dimer phase of AC60 (K and Rb) formed after quen hing below
270 K, where the mole ular rotation is hindered [33℄.
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Figure 2.7: Left: Two-dimensional poly-fulleride sheet in Na4 C60 [30℄. Right:
Coexisten e of single and double bonds in Li4 C60 polymer [32℄

2.3.5 Cubane-fullerene o rystals
The large dimension of the interstitial sites of the fullerite stru ture allows
to inter alate small mole ules as well. One of the most interesting examples
is the inter alation of NH3 mole ules in the stru ture of Na2 CsC60 [34℄.
Re ently Pekker

et al.

inter alated

hedral site of the C60 and C70
8

ubane (C8 H8 ) mole ules in the o ta-

rystals [35℄. The

ubane mole ule

arbon atoms sitting at the vertexes of a regular

dire ted outwards along the body diagonal.
fullerene

onsists of

ube and 8 C-H bonds

The stru ture of the

ubane-

o rystal is shown in Fig 2.9. The two mole ules do not rea t with

ea h other at temperatures lower than 400 K and form an

f cc

stru ture in

whi h the interfullerene distan e is in reased from 10 to 10.42 Å. Surprisingly, the rotation of the fullerenes is favored by the insertion of the
mole ules in

ontrast to the inter alation of atoms.

ubane

The temperature at

whi h the rotation be omes hindered lowers from 261 K in pure fullerite to
140 K in the

o rystal phase. The in reased latti e

onstant whi h weakens

the repulsive intera tion between the C60 and the perfe t mat h between the
on ave surfa e of the fullerene and the

onvex surfa e of the

ubane mole ule

lowers the onset temperature of rotation.
The fullerene- ubane
temperatures. For
stable

o rystals show an interesting behavior also at high

T > 470

K, the

ubane mole ules isomerize into a more

onguration. This indu es a solid state rea tion with the fullerene

mole ules and a

opolymer forms. The stru ture of the

opolymer is only

partially known.

2.4

Phonon spe trum

The mole ular nature of the fullerides is ree ted in the phonon stru ture
as shown in Fig. 2.10.

Due to the weak intera tion between the fullerene

mole ules, intra-mole ular and inter-mole ular vibration modes
tinguished.

The intra-mole ular modes

an be dis-

over the range of frequen ies be-
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Figure 2.8:

X-ray dira tion pattern and

rystal stru ture of pressure-

indu ed fullerene polymers [26℄.

tween 200

−1
m
to 2000

−1
m . At lower frequen ies (50-100

−1
m ) modes

that involve a relative motion between the C60 and the inter alated atom are
found. The interfullerene phonon frequen ies are in the range of some tenths
−1
of m
due to the high mass of the fullerene mole ule. At the lowest fre−1
quen ies (about 10 m ) the remaining mole ular dynami s is due to small
angle rotations around the equilibrium positions

2.5

Ele troni

alled librations.

properties

One of the most interesting aspe ts of the physi s of fulleride
the interplay between the mole ular and the

ompounds is

rystalline nature that

hara -

terize their physi al properties.
The des ription of the ele troni

properties of fullerides

an be made in

the framework of the Hubbard model. This model des ribes the insulating
or

ondu ting nature of the ele troni

states in a solid as the result of the

balan e of two energy terms. The rst energy term is the gain due to the
hopping of the ele trons between the latti e sites (the fullerene mole ules in
this

ase). Its magnitude is estimated to be of the order of the band width

W.
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Figure 2.9: The fullerene

ubane

o rystal.

mole ules rotate while the

ubanes are stati

The se ond term is des ribed by a parameter
ost of a doubly o

For

T > 140

K the fullerene

[35℄.

U

whi h represents the energy

upied site, i.e, in fullerides, of a mole ule, due to the

Coulomb repulsion of the ele trons.
favored if the Hubbard

U

is large.

Ele tron hopping is not energeti ally
A material with an integer number of

ele trons per site is expe ted to be an insulator if the ration

U/W

is larger

than one.

π

orbitals of the

arbon atoms

point prevalently outside the mole ules giving rise to ele troni

bands in the

rystalline phase. The bands that play a role in the ele troni

properties of

As we dis ussed in Se . 2.2, the radiating

hu , t1u and t1g . Pure fullerite
degenerate hu band and an empty

the fullerides originate from the energy levels:
is a band insulator with a full ve-fold

t1u
o

ondu tion band. The ele trons transfered from the inter alated atoms

t1u

upy the

and

t1g

bands. The band-width,

W,

is only of the order of

0.5 eV due to the limited overlap of the orbitals, while the Hubbard

U

is

about 1 eV.
A

ording to this model, fullerides

ompounds should be insulating. In-

terestingly, it was found instead that while A4 C60 is insulating A3 C60 is
metalli

down to 19 K where it be omes a super ondu tor. Theoreti al ex-

planations for these dieren es were reported and will be summarized in the
following.
Ele tron-ele tron

orrelations are important in determining the ele troni

behavior of alkali inter alated fulleride polymers. In the

ase of AC60 linear

polymers, the redu tion of dimensionality due the formation of the C60
has to be taken into a

hains

ount also to des ribe their ground state.

2.5.1 Metalli behavior of A3 C60 (A=K, Rb)
These fulleride salts have a half lled degenerate
large

U/W

ratio,

to take pla e for

ondu tion band with a

U/W = 1.5 − 2.5. A metal-insulator transition is predi
U/W = 1.5 by a simple Hubbard model.

ted
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Figure 2.10: The phonon spe trum of fulleride salts [36℄

The metalli

behavior of A3 C60 was explained as a

triple degenera y of the

onsequen e of the

ondu tion band by Gunnarsson [6, 7℄. A

ording

Nd in
√ the
Hubbard model raises the riti al value (U/W ) r ratio from 1.5 to 1.5 ·
Nd .
For a three fold degenera y the riti al value is (U/W ) r = 2.6. A ording
to this interpretation, the high symmetry of the mole ule and the Fm3̄m
to the

ubi

al ulations the in lusion of the degenera y of the band,

latti e of the A3 C60 's drives these fullerides to be metalli

super ondu ting transition temperature (Tc

= 19.3

down to the

K for K3 C60 ) [3℄.

2.5.2 The Jahn-Teller-Mott insulating ground state
t1u

A4 C60 fullerides are insulators, in spite of the partially lled

band. The

dieren e between the ground states of A3 C60 and A4 C60 was as ribed by
Fabrizio and Tosatti to a Jahn-Teller distortion of the fullerene mole ules
[37, 38℄.

In the following, we briey summarize the main

on epts of the

theory.
The Jahn-Teller theorem states that non-linear mole ules with partially
lled degenerate HOMO orbitals distort the
degenera y.

The ele trons o

onguration in order to lift the

upy the lower energy level

ompensating for

the gain in energy asso iated to the deformation, lowering the total energy
of the mole ule.
This ee t is expe ted to be important in fullerenes due to the high degenera y of the ele troni
ase of an insulating C60

levels and large ele tron-phonon
ompound the

oupling. In the

omputation of the Jahn-Teller dis-

tortion requires to solve the problem of the intera tion of a triply degenerate
ele troni

level with a vefold degenerate phonon mode [38℄. The splitting

for dierent ele tron llings of the level is shown in Fig. 2.11.
The gain due the JT ee t is larger for even lling-numbers than odd
ones. Usually this ee t is mu h smaller than the band-width and does not
play any role in determining the ground state. As seen in Se .2.5, fullerides
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Figure 2.11: Splitting of the

t1u

ele troni

level as a fun tion of the lling-

number. Note the higher energy gain for even number of ele trons [38℄.

have a parti ularly narrow band and even small energy
drive them through a metal-insulator transition.

ontributions

an

It has been showed that

the JT ee t results in a modulation of about 100 meV of the Hubbard

U

[39℄. As a

onsequen e of this modulation, the Hubbard

U

is larger for

fullerides with an even lling level, as for A4 C60 , indu ing a transition to
an insulating ground state. The opposite is realized in

ompounds with odd

number of ele trons per mole ules explaining the metalli

state of the A3 C60

fullerides.

2.5.3 Alkali-earth salts
Metalli

behavior was observed in fullerene thin lms inter alated with Ba

and Sr while Mg inter alation resulted in semi ondu ting behavior [40℄.
Super ondu tivity was observed in alkali-earth inter alated fullerides for
the rst time by Kortan and
salt is super ondu ting with

oworkers in 1992 who found that the Ca5 C60

Tc = 8.4 K

[16℄.

Afterwards, many groups looked for super ondu tivity in Ca, Sr, Ba inter alated fullerides but the results were
were

laimed to have a

[41℄ while metalli

ontroversial. Srx C60 with

x = 4, 6

riti al temperature of about 4.4 K by Kortan's group

behavior was observed by Gogia et al. [21℄. Super ondu -

tivity was observed in Ba6 C60 by Kortan

et al.

[42℄ while Baenitz

et al.

[19℄

indi ated Ba4 C60 as the super ondu ting phase.

2.5.4 Dimensionality of the ele troni states in AC60
polymers (A= K, Rb, Cs)
The presen e of the linear polymeri

hains suggested that the anisotropy of

the stru ture is ree ted also in their ele troni

onguration.

The AC60 (K,Rb and Cs) polymers are strongly

orrelated metals at room

temperature as demonstrated by the large spin sus eptibility (see Se . 3.3.2)
[43, 44℄.

The distortion of the mole ules in the dire tion of the polymeri

hains lifts the degenera y of the
not 1/6 but 1/2.

t1u

ondu tion band so the band lling is

Half lling of the band and the strong ele tron-ele tron

orrelation both favor ele tron instabilities.
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b
c

Figure 2.12: Dierent relative orientations of the polymeri
(left) and RbC60 (right) after [45℄.
the

a

rystallographi

four-membered

ESR and

The polymeri

hains in KC60

hain is dire ted along

dire tion. The shaded bars represent the plane of the

arbon ring bonding the mole ules proje ted on the

bc plane.

ondu tivity measurements showed that KC60 is metalli

down

to the lowest temperatures while RbC60 and CsC60 undergo through a phase
transition to a spin density wave ground states at about 50 K [44, 46℄. To
explain the dierent ground state it was suggested that KC60 is a three
dimensional anisotropi

metal while the Rb and Cs inter alated polymers

have a quasi one-dimensional ele troni

band stru ture.

Although a dire t measurement of the anisotropi
yet reported, this s enario

an be

and ESR measurements and on the single
Launois

et al.

rystal X-ray dira tion data by

[45℄. The authors observed a dieren e in the relative orien-

tation of the polymeri
dieren e

ondu tivity was not

onsidered plausible on the basis of NMR

hains in the polymers as shown in Fig. 2.12. This

an inuen e the inter- hain orbital overlap and the dimensionality

of the ele troni

sates.

The high temperature monomeri

phases of AC60 are insulators with a

small gap. This was interpreted as a onsequen e of a smaller overlap between
the

π

orbitals due to the in reased inter-fullerene distan e and mole ular

rotation.

Chapter 3
Experimental methods
3.1

Introdu tion

In this

hapter the basi

on epts of mi rowave

ondu tivity and ele tron

spin resonan e (ESR) measurements will be presented.

The

ombined use

of these two experimental te hniques is of great help in understanding the
phase distribution, the ele troni

and magneti

properties of samples with

ri h phase diagrams su h as fullerides.
High frequen y ESR spe tra at 75, 111.2, 222.4, 225 GHz presented in the
following

hapters were measured at the ESR Laboratory of the Budapest

University of Te hnology and E onomi s. During my stay at the laboratory,
I also took part in the development of the spe trometer. This
repla ing the

quasi-opti al bridge and the

onstru tion of a vibration damping supporting

stru ture and a new probe head.
the following

onsisted of

onventional wave-guide based transmission setup by a new

hapters were

Most of the measurements presented in

arried out with the old spe trometer so both

experimental setups will be presented.
most important te hni al aspe ts of the

To provide an overall pi ture, the
ommer ial spe trometer (Bruker

Elexsys E500) used for the 9 GHz ESR measurements will also be des ribed.
At the end of the

hapter, the other experimental te hniques used in

addition, su h as SQUID magnetometry, infrared and Raman spe tros opy
will be dis ussed also.

3.2

Mi rowave

3.2.1 Basi
The

ondu tivity measurements

on epts

avity perturbation te hnique allows to measure the

a sample in the GHz frequen y range without
of ele tri

onta ts in

ondu tivity of

onta ting it.

The absen e

ondu tivity measurements is a great advantage for

porous and air sensitive samples, usually sealed in a quartz tube under inert
atmosphere.

Condu tivity of pellets prepared by pressing powder samples

an be dominated by the inter-grain per olation
intrinsi

to the material. Modi ation of the

ples by the applied pressure or

ondu tivity whi h is not

rystal stru ture in pellet sam-

reation of S hottky barriers at the
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an also ae t the measured value of the
The basi

ideas of the

ondu tivity.

avity perturbation method were developed in the

60-ies -70-ies [47, 48, 49℄ and with the development of the te hni al instruments many variations were presented [50℄. The
is obtained from the

the sample. A mi rowave

avity is a metalli

dimensions

Due to the high
in the

box whi h sustains ele tromag-

ylindri al or re tangular shape and

omparable to the mi rowave wavelength.

ondu tivity of the walls, mi rowave radiation

avity is multiply ree ted with low losses.

modes) store the mi rowave energy inside the
power absorption spe trum of the

P (ω) =
f0 = ω0 /(2π)

where

Standing waves ( alled

avity is a Lorentzian:

1
4 (ω − ω0 )2 + (2πΓ)2

,

(3.1)

is the resonan e frequen y of the mode,

Q=
hW i is the time-averaged mi

is the energy loss per

oupled

avity. Near a resonan e, the

of the absorption. We dene the quality fa tor,

where

and the resonan e

avity (resonator) due to the insertion of

standing waves. It has usually a

hara teristi

Q,

hanges in the quality fa tor,

frequen y of a mi rowave resonant
neti

ondu tivity of the sample

hW i
L

Q,

Γ

is the width

by:

,

(3.2)

rowave energy stored in the avity and L
Q are 103 − 106 for mi rowave

y le. Typi al values of

avities made of metalli

and super ondu ting materials, respe tively. It

an

be shown that this denition is equivalent to the more pra ti al expression:

Q=

f0
Γ

.

(3.3)

The quality fa tor is determined experimentally from the
and the width of the power absorption of the
Mi rowaves indu e eddy

enter frequen y

avity.

urrents in a sample inserted in the

avity whi h

hanges the resonan e frequen y and lower the quality fa tor. The dierent

L

ontributions to the overall losses

Lcavity + Lsample .

in the

avity

an be separated as

L=

Substituting this expression in eq. 3.2 the quality fa tor

an be expressed as the sum of two terms:

1
1
1
=
+
Q
Qcavity Qsample
The values of

Q and Qcavity

quality fa tor of the
Detailed
part of the
the

.

(3.4)

an be measured separately by measuring the

avity with and without the sample.

al ulations of the relations between the real and and imaginary
ondu tivity,

σ1

and

σ2

, and the

Q-fa

tor and frequen y shift in

avity in a wide range of dierent sample geometries

an be found in the

literature [50℄. Here we report the results for a spheri al sample.
In Fig. 3.1 the loss
grain of diameter
TE011

a

∆(1/2Q)

as a fun tion of the

avity the sample

or of the ele tri

indu ed in a TE001

eld.

ondu tivity

avity by a spheri al

σ

is shown [51℄. In a

an be positioned in an antinode of the magneti

The losses are maximized if the sample is in the
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Figure 3.1: Mi rowave losses indu ed in the

a

grain size

and diele tri

The two

v,

Eω

eld

when the

a is smaller than the

with in reasing

ondu tivity.

higher values of

σ

σ

mi rowave

for higher values of

below the maximum of the

In

alled

urve, when

penetration depth and the losses in rease

fulleride powders have a

a

σ.

The se ond one, the skin-depth regime, for

when the mi rowave

7℄ and typi al grain size

Hω

eld

an only partially penetrate in the

sample and losses de rease with in reasing
Metalli

ondu tivity of the sample is

urve) we nd two regimes. The rst one is

depolarization regime, for values of
the grain size

avity.

(Hω ) eld , respe tively [51℄.

low and in a maximum of the magneti
ondu ting samples (Hω

ondu tivity. The

ontinuous, are for a sample in a maximum of

(Eω ) and magneti

maximum of the ele tri

as a fun tion of the

the volume ratio of the sample to the

urves, dashed and

the ele tri

ǫ

onstant

values were normalized by

avity by a powder sample with

ondu tivity.

ondu tivity of about

equal to 10-100

µm

103 Ω−1

−1
m
[6,

so the best geometry for

ondu tivity measurements is the maximum of the magneti

eld.

3.2.2 Mi rowave ondu tivity measurements in powder
samples
In low

ondu tivity powder materials the typi al grain size is mu h smaller

than the penetration depth and the magneti

eld has an approximately

onstant value inside the grain. A simple estimation of the dissipated power
for a sample in the maximum of the magneti
the ohmi

losses in the individual grains

per olation
In this

Eφ

eld

an be done

omputing

onsidered as spheres and negle ting

urrents between them.
onguration, the eddy

urrents are driven by the ele tri

eld

tangent to the surfa e of the sphere whi h is indu ed by the os illating

magneti

eld

~
B(t)

a

ording to the Maxwell equation

as shown in Fig. 3.2.
The mi rowave ohmi
a sample with

losses

ondu tivity

σ

Lgrain =

Lgrain

due to the

~ = −∂ B/∂t
~
∇ × (E)
,

urrent density

~
J~ = σ E

in

is:

Z

~ φ dV
J~ E



=

πB02 σR5
5

(3.5)
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Where

R

is the radius of the sphere and

B0

is the amplitude of the

magneti

eld at the position of the grain. The overall dissipated energy per

se ond is

N ·Lgrain where N

ombined with Eq.

Qsample

and

σ.

is the number of grains in the sample. This result

(3.2) gives an inverse proportionality relation between

However, the proportionality

onstant

annot be determined

pre isely for powder samples be ause the distribution of the grain radius
is unknown.
give

Per olation

urrents at the edges of dierent grains

an also

ontributions that are very di ult to estimate. For these reasons the

absolute value of the

ondu tivity

annot be measured for powder samples.

The metalli /insulating nature of the sample or ele troni
transitions
the

R

Q

or stru tural phase

an be dete ted, however, from the temperature dependen e of

fa tor.

Figure 3.2: S hemati
dent magneti

eld

view of the eddy

B(t)

urrents indu ed by the time depen-

in a spheri al grain.

With a more general treatment [50, 51℄, it is possible to show that the
frequen y shift for a sample in a node of the ele tri

eld is only slightly

dependent of the

ondu tivity in the depolarization regime thus it is not as

informative as the

Q

fa tor.

3.2.3 Experimental setup
The sample sealed in a quartz tube is positioned at the
dri al

opper

enter of a

ylin-

avity operating at about 10 GHz in the TE001 mode. This

position is a node for the ele tri
The ele tri al and magneti

eld and a maximum for the magneti

eld distribution inside the

Fig. 3.3. During the measurements, the mi rowave

eld.

avity is shown in

avity is kept at

onstant

temperature by thermalization with owing water. A double-wall gas-ow
quartz

ryostat inserted axially in the

avity from the top allows to

hange

the temperature of the sample between 130 and 700 K.
As des ribed in the Se . 3.2.1, the frequen y response of the
Lorentzian line
ory, the

Q

fa tor

entered at the resonan e frequen y of the

avity is a

avity.

In the-

an be obtained by eq. (3.3) sweeping the frequen y of the
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Figure 3.3: S hemati

view of the mi rowave resonan e

ondu tivity measurements.
The ele tri

avity used for the

The dashed lines indi ate the magneti

eld.

eld is indi ated with "x"'s and dots when pointing inside and

outside the drawing plane, respe tively.

mi rowave radiation

oupled into the

avity and measuring the Lorentzian

power absorption spe trum. This approa h is quite slow be ause it requires
to t a Lorentzian to extra t the parameters. For this reason the frequen y
sweep method is used only to determine the resonan e frequen y at the beginning of the measurements.

The temperature dependent measurements

are instead performed following an

ac

method developed by Mehring and

oworkers [52℄. This te hnique allows fast measurements of the
a relatively simple experimental apparatus. The basi

Q fa

tor with

idea is to modulate

Ω and frequen y
ω(t) = ω0 + Ωsin(ωm t). The power

the frequen y of the mi rowave radiation with amplitude

ωm

around the resonan e frequen y

spe trum of the

avity is given in this by

P (t) =
where

q = Ω/Γ

ω0 :

ase:

P (ω0 )
1 + q 2 sin2 (ωm t)

,

is the ratio between the modulation amplitude

FWHM line width of the non-modulated power spe trum
zero

a-

(3.6)

Γ.

Ω

and the

The only non

omponents of the Fourier transform of this signal are those with even

oe ients:

∞

∞

X
X
1
P (t) = a0 +
an cos(nωm t) +
bn sin(nωm t) .
2
1
1
The authors also showed that the ratio between two next
onstant and related to the

Q

fa tor by the relation:

(3.7)

oe ients 'r ' is
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Figure 3.4:

Blo k diagram of the experimental setup used for mi rowave

ondu tivity measurements.

√
ω0
r
Q=
Ω 1−r

.

(3.8)

In our setup, the frequen y modulation of the mi rowaves emitted by the
sour e (Agilent Te hnologies HP 83751) is

ontrolled by a lo k-in amplier

(Standford Resear h systems SR 830). The frequen y of the modulation signal is 25.05 kHz, the amplitude
oaxial

is approximatively equal to the line width

Γ.

90 per ent of the mi rowave power is transmit-

able to the

avity while 10 per ent is sent to the frequen y

of the unperturbed
ted by a

Ω

avity

ounter (Taked Riken TR5211 B). The radiation is

oupled into the

avity

laterally (see Fig. 3.3) and the absorbed power is measured in a transmission
onguration by a solid state dete tor (Agilent Te hnologies 8474 C). The
signal from the dete tor is sent to the AFC (automati

frequen y

ontroll)

system and to the lo k-in amplier to measure the se ond and the fourth
harmoni s.
The AFC system maintains the driving frequen y of the

avity at the res-
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onan e frequen y during the measurement. Its prin ipal element is a se ond
lo k-in amplier whi h measures the rst harmoni

of the

avity spe trum.

This value is dire tly proportional to the frequen y shift from the resonan e
value of the

avity.

The output of the lo k-in is a

dc

signal added to the

modulation signal whi h drives the mi rowave sour e to the
frequen y.

avity resonan e
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3.3

Ele tron spin resonan e

3.3.1 Basi

on epts

Although ele tron spin resonan e (ESR) is still not as wide spread as nu lear
magneti

resonan e (NMR), it is a spe tros opi

te hnique that is used in

more and more resear h elds from biology to solid state physi s.
study of solid state phases ESR

In the

an give information about the ele troni

stru ture, magneti ally ordered states and spin dynami s.
In this se tion the basi

on epts of the ESR of paramagneti

phases will

be briey presented, with parti ular attention to those aspe ts that are of
interest in the study of fulleride

ompounds.

A free ele tron has a magneti

ge is the ele troni g
= 9.274110−24 JT−1 ).

An ele tron in an atomi

S.

When the spin-orbit

onstant,
is given by

~ .
µβ (L + ge S)

S

and

In this

S:
(3.9)

is the Bohr magneton

shell has an angular moment

oupling

an be negle ted,

rst two Hund's rules.

~
~µe = −ge µβ S
tor (ge ∼
= 2.0023) and µβ

fa

where
(µ β

moment parallel to its spin

L besides

λLS , where λ is the spin orbit oupling
L assume well dened values, given by the

ase, the magneti

When the spin-orbit

moment of the ele tron

oupling

annot be negle ted

the only well-dened quantity is the total angular momentum
the third Hund's rule. Even in this
moment of the ele tron

J

µe

the spin

J

given by

ase it is possible to dene a magneti

whi h is parallel to the total angular momentum

[53℄:

µ
~ e = −g(JLS)µβ J~ .
Here the proportionality
only on the

J ,L , S

(3.10)

onstant is the Landé

g

fa tor whi h depends

quantum numbers of the ele tron in a given atomi

In both

ases the intera tion between an external magneti

magneti

moment of the ele tron

where

g

B

and the

an be expressed by the operator:

~ = gµβ J~·B
~
H = −µ~e · B
is the free ele tron or the Landé

operator when the magneti

eld

shell.

g

,

(3.11)

fa tor. The eigenvalues of the

eld is dire ted along the quantization axis

z

are given by:

E = gµβ Bm
where

m

is the eigenvalue of

tum operator
magneti

J.

Jz

the

z

(3.12)

omponent of the angular momen-

Equation (3.12) shows that the main ee t of the applied

eld is to split the ele troni

energy levels with dierent quantum

m. This ee t is alled Zeeman splitting. The energy levels for a
spin J = 1 are shown in Fig. 3.5, the energy separation between two neighboring levels is ∆E = gµβ ~B . Resonan e absorption of an ele tromagneti
radiation with frequen y ν happens if the following ondition is satised:

number
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hν = ∆E = gµβ B
Transitions with

∆m 6= 1

.

(3.13)

have vanishing matrix elements and do not

ontribute to the ESR spe trum [54℄. Equation (3.13) states a dire t proportionality between the applied magneti
the usual experimental

eld and the resonan e frequen y. In

onditions the applied magneti

eld is 0.3-15 T and

the resonan e frequen y is in the mi rowave (GHz) frequen y range.

Figure 3.5: Zeeman energy levels of an ele troni
tum

J =1

in a magneti

eld

From the point of view of
magneti

spin with angular momen-

B.
lassi al physi s an angular moment

J~

in a

eld follows the Newton's law:

dJ~
~
= ~µ ∧ B
dt
whi h

(3.14)

an be rewritten using (3.10) in the following form:

dµ~e
~ ∧ µ~e ) .
= gµβ (B
dt

(3.15)

This equation des ribes a ve tor pre essing around the dire tion of the applied magneti

eld with frequen y

The pre essing magneti

moment

ν = (gµβ B)/h

alled Larmor frequen y.

an absorb energy from a mi rowave radi-

ation os illating at the Larmor frequen y in phase with the pre ession motion. This result is in agreement with the quantum-me hani al des ription
of the resonan e absorption

onrming the validity of both approa hes. In

a real system an ensemble of ele trons intera ts not only with the external
magneti

eld and the mi rowave radiation but also with the surrounding

environment (e.g.

the

rystal latti e).

While the resonan e absorption of

radiation indu es transitions between energy levels and equalizes the spin
populations, the intera tion with the environment drives the spins to thermodynami

equilibrium.

All the spins that pre ess around the dire tion of the applied magneti
eld
neti

ontribute to the magnetization

M

of the sample dened as the mag-

moment per unit volume. Postulating an exponential relaxation of the

omponents of the magnetization, the equations of motion assume the form
[55℄:
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dMx
Mx
= gµβ (M × B)x −
dt
T2
dMy
My
= gµβ (M × B)y −
dt
T2
dMz
M z − M0
= gµβ (M × B)z −
dt
T1
Here

T1

T2

is the spin-latti e relaxation time while

(3.16a)

(3.16b)

.

(3.16 )

is the transversal relax-

ation time and represents the time during whi h the spins that
the magnetization
magneti

eld.

M

pre ess in phase.

B(t) = B0 ẑ + B1 (t)

ontribute to

is the applied

If the amplitude of the alternating magneti

eld

B1 (t)

is

small it is possible to obtain the expression of the time dependent transversal
′
′′
magnetization Mx in the laboratory frame: Mx = 2(χ cos(ωt)+χ sin(ωt))B1
′
′′
where ω is the angular frequen y of the mi rowaves. χ and χ are the real
and the imaginary parts of the

omplex dynami

sus eptibility and

an be

expressed in the form:

χ0
(ω0 − ω)T2
ω0 T2
2
1 + (ω0 − ω)2 T22
χ0
1
χ′′ = ω0 T2
2
1 + (ω0 − ω)2 T22
χ′ =

where

χ0

is the stati

sus eptibility and

ω0

is

2π

(3.17a)

,

(3.17b)

times the Larmor frequen y.

Equation (3.17 a,b) are the expression of a Lorentzian line and of its KramersKronig pair. In a

onventional ESR measurement

is dire tly measured and eqs.
line in the

(3.17)

Mx

is the quantity whi h

des ribe the shape of the resonan e

ase of homogeneous broadening. For experimental reasons, ESR

spe tra are usually obtained by irradiating the sample at a xed frequen y
and sweeping the value of the stati

magneti

eld to fulll the resonan e

ondition (3.13). From the value of the resonan e eld it is possible to extra t
the value of the

g

fa tor whi h depends on the ele troni

onguration. The

line width gives information about the spin-relaxation times
intensity of the spe trum is related to the stati

T1

and

T2 .

The

sus eptibility of the sample

as will be shown in the following se tion.

3.3.2 Stati sus eptibility measurements
In the framework of the linear response theory it
mi rowave power

P

an be shown that the

absorbed is given by:

1
P = B12 ωχ′′ (ω)V
2
where

V

B1

(3.18)

is the amplitude of the mi rowave eld of angular frequen y

is the volume of the sample.

possible to show that when the resonan e line is narrow
resonan e angular frequen y

ω0 ,

ω

and

Using the Kramers-Kronig relations it is
the stati

the imaginary part of the dynami

sus eptibility

ompared to the

χ(0)

is related to

sus eptibility by the following relation:
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1
χ′ (0) =
ω0

Z−∞
χ(ω)dω

(3.19)

∞
where

ω0

is the resonan e angular frequen y. Substituting this expression in

eq. (3.18) a relation between the intensity of the absorption line,
stati

A

and the

sus eptibility is obtained:

Z−∞
1
A=
P (ω)dω = B12 V ω02 πχ(0) .
2

(3.20)

∞
The value of the mi rowave eld amplitude

B1

at the position of the sam-

ple is di ult to evaluate in most experimental situations. This un ertainty
an be avoided by dividing the intensity of the signal with that of a referen e
material in the same position in the wave guide as the sample, with a known
stati

sus eptibility value

of the sample by

A1

χ2 (0).

Indi ating the intensity of the ESR signal

and those of the referen e material by

A2 ,

the stati

sus eptibility is given by:

A1
V1 χ1 (0)
=
A2
V2 χ2 (0)

.

The temperature dependen e of the stati
about the ele troni

(3.21)

sus eptibility gives indi ations

stru ture of the sample. The sus eptibility of insulating

phases, in whi h the spins are lo alized, in reases with the lowering of the
temperature following the Curie formula [53℄:

χ(0) =

N (gµβ )2 J(J + 1)
V
3
kB T

,

where N is the number of spins in the volume
the sus eptibility of a metalli
Fermi temperature.
Fermi energy,

phase is

onstant for

(3.22)

V . On the other hand
T mu h lower than the

Its value is a fun tion of the density of states at the

D(Ef ),

and of the

g

fa tor as given by the Pauli formula [53℄:

1
χ(0) = g 2 µ2β D(Ef ) .
4

(3.23)

When ele tron-ele tron intera tions are important, as for most fulleride
ompounds the Pauli formula, for the sus eptibility is no more valid.
simple des ription of the magneti

sus eptibility of a

is given by the Hubbard model des ribed in
intera tion is des ribed by the onsite

U

A

orrelated ele tron gas

hapter 2 in whi h the Coulomb

energy parameter. The solution of

the problem, within the mean-eld approximation, is given by the Stoner
formula of the sus eptibility

χ

of the

χ=
where

χp

orrelated metal:

χp
1 − U χp

,

is the Pauli sus eptibility of the free ele tron gas.

(3.24)
Eq. 3.24

states that the Coulomb intera tion between the ele trons in reases the suseptibility of the ele tron gas.
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ESR measurements of the stati
determine the stati

sus eptibility are parti ularly suitable to

sus eptibility in multiphase samples. Dierent phases

usually give dierent absorption lines in the ESR spe trum and this allows
to separate their

ontribution to the overall sus eptibility of the sample.

It is important to observe here that Eq. 3.18 is valid only when the mirowave radiation intensity is small enough to avoid the inversion of population between the Zeeman levels (see Fig 3.5). At high power levels deviations
from Eq. 3.18 are observed and the intensity of the ESR line starts to derease with in reasing irradiating mi rowave power. This
saturation of the absorption line and has to be

ondition is

alled

areful avoided in typi al

measurements.

3.3.3 Anisotropi g fa tor and powder spe trum
The ele troni

onguration of a magneti

by the ele trostati

[54℄. The new ele troni

H=
where

X p2
~ + ge S)B
~ 0 + V1 + λLS
( i + V0i ) + µβ (L
2m
i

rystal eld

oupling. The

,

(3.25)

~+
V0 is the free ion potential, µβ (L
tion, V1 is the rystal eld and λLS is

tron,

represents the Zeeman intera

the spin-orbit

rystal latti e is modied

states are the solutions of the following Hamiltonian:

p is the momentum of the ele

~ 0
ge S)B

ion in a

eld arising from the neighboring atoms, the

rystal eld and the spin orbit

oupling terms

an be treated as perturbations with respe t to the rst two terms.
solution of this problem for dierent
In general, ele troni
state by the
try and it

orbitals with higher energy are mixed to the ground

rystal eld. The admixture depends on the

an result in an anisotropi

with spin-orbit

The

rystal elds is given in [56℄.
rystal eld symme-

ground state wave fun tion. Together

oupling may yield an anisotropi

g fa tor.

This anisotropy is ree ted in the dependen e of the resonan e eld on
the relative orientation of
on single

B0

rystal samples.

and the

rystal axes in ESR experiments made

Formally the resonan e

expressed in the form (3.12) where

g

ondition

In powder samples all the possible orientations between the
and the magneti
neti

an still be

is a tensor and not a s alar quantity.
rystallites

eld are present. When the intera tion between the mag-

ions is small and all the ions are symmetri ally equivalent, the

g -fa

tor

anisotropy ae ts the shape of the resonan e line whi h shows two or three
singularities in the

ase of biaxial and 3-axial symmetry respe tively. This

parti ular absorption line is

alled powder-spe trum and an exa t analyti al

expression of it is given in [54℄. A real spe trum is given by the

onvolution

of the powder-spe trum distribution of the resonan e eld due the

g -fa

tor

anisotropy and a Lorentzian line arising from the relaxation me hanism des ribed by the Blo h equations.
spe tra are shown.

In Fig. 3.6 the derivative of two powder
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Figure 3.6: Derivative of a 2-axial (left) and 3-axial (right) powder spe trum.

3.3.4 Dipole-dipole broadening - the Van-Vle k formula
The presen e of other magneti
In the simplest

ions in the latti e

an also inuen e ESR.

ase the spin sees the sum of the external applied eld and

of the dipolar eld indu ed by the neighboring ions. At high temperatures,
this intera tion has no ee t on the position of the resonan e eld but the
broadening of the absorption line

∆H

an be estimated from the Van-Vle k

formula:

1
1 X (1 − 3 cos2 θkl )2
∆H 2 = (gµβ )~2 S(S + 1)
6
3
N k,l
rkl
for like spins, where
magneti

θkl

(3.26)

is the angle between the dire tion of the applied

eld and the dire tion of the ve tor whi h

at distan e

,

onne ts the two spins

rkl .

3.3.5 Ele tron spin resonan e in metalli phases
In metalli

phases the ESR arises from the

of the resonan e line depends on the
sample. If the

hara teristi

ondu tion ele trons. The shape

ondu tivity and the dimensions of the

dimension of the sample is mu h less than the

penetration depth, the mi rowave eld seen by the ele trons is

onstant and

the absorption line is well des ribed by a Lorentzian. In the opposite

ase the

penetration of mi rowaves is limited to the skin depth. The mi rowave eld
amplitude and phase seen by the

ondu ting ele trons

hange signi antly

on the s ale of the skin depth. The absorption line shape in this

ase is no

more Lorentzian and assumes the form of a Dysonian [57, 58℄. The intensity
of the line is temperature independent, as seen in the pre edent paragraph,
ex ept for the

ase in whi h the skin depth varies with

In pure metals the spin relaxations times

T1

determined by the modulation of the spin-orbit

1
α(∆g)2
=
T1
τ

.

and

T2

T

.

are usually equal and

oupling by phonons [59℄:

(3.27)
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α is a

onstant whi h depends only on the material,

s attering time and

∆g

is the deviation of the

g

τ

is the ele tron phonon

fa tor from the free ele tron

value [60, 61℄. This results in a line width whi h is dire tly proportional to
the ele tri al resistivity.
linearly with

Above the Debye temperature, the line broadens

T.

Due to the motion of the ele trons, ESR in a metalli

phase is averaged

on a s ale equal to the spin diusion length δ . If the ele trons diuse in
2
2
three dimensions: δ = 1/3vf τ T1 where vf is the Fermi velo ity of the ele trons.

δ

an be estimated by substituting

re ognizing that

vf τ = d

T1

α=1

and

is the mean free path:

1 d
δ=√
3 ∆g
In multi phase materials ele trons
metalli

from eq. (3.27) with

phases and have

.

(3.28)

an diuse between two neighboring

ommon ESR absorption line. The

g

fa tor and the

line width of the absorption line is the average of the values of the isolated
phases weighted by the fra tion of times,

f

and

(1−f ), spent by the ele

trons

in ea h phase:

g = f g1 + (1 − f )g2
∆H = f ∆H1 + (1 − f )∆H2

(3.29a)

.

(3.29b)

3.3.6 Motional narrowing of the resonan e line
In this paragraph the ee t of the motion of the spin on the ESR line width
will be treated following the simplied approa h presented in [62℄.

This

ee t will be of parti ular interest in the dis ussion of the measurements
on the Li4 C60 fulleride polymer. A spin in a magneti
the Larmor angular frequen y

ω = gµβ B .

In a

also with lo al elds

Bloc

neighboring magneti

ions. If the spin diuses with a

time

τ

the lo al magneti

arising e.g.

eld

B

pre esses at

rystal the spin intera ts

by the dipole intera tion with the

eld varies in time.

hara teristi

hopping

Treating the problem as a

random walk pro ess, this intera tion indu es an extra phase in the pre ession

∆φ = gµβ Bloc τ /h.
After n jumps the

dephasing will be:

2
hφ2 i = n(gµβ )2 Bloc
τ 2.

Spins whi h

pre ess with a dephasing more than one radian do not ontribute to the
2 2
2 −1
resonan e line. This will happen after N = ((gµβ ) Bloc τ )
in a time T2 =
2 2
−1
N τ = ((gµβ ) Bloc τ ) . The line width expressed as ∆ω is given by:

∆ω = 1/T2 = (gµβ )2 τ = (∆ω0 )2 τ
Equations 3.30 shows that if
the spin diusion.
It is interesting to

(∆ω0 )τ ≪ 1

onsider the

(3.30)

the line will be narrowed by

ase in whi h the spin motion sets in

gradually with the temperature (e.g thermally a tivated pro ess) [54℄. For
simpli ity we analyze spins that have two dierent states, for example two
dierent orientations with respe t to the magneti

eld in a bi-axial

g -fa

tor
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anisotropi

an

sample or two dierent phases between whi h the ele trons

diuse. When the spins are stati , two lines are visible in the ESR spe trum.
When the motion sets in, the lines rst broaden and

g

fa tors get

loser to

ea h other. At higher diusion rates a third absorption line appears. This
line is the motionally narrowed line arising from the faster ions. As the rate
further in reases, the intensity of the motional narrowed line grows while
those of the "stati

absorption lines" disappear.

3.3.7 X-band ESR spe trometer
Mi rowave te hnology (i.e. sour es, dete tors and transmission lines) is parti ularly well developed in the frequen y range about 9 GHz. The long wave
length at these frequen ies (about 3.3
of

m) allows the use of resonant

avities

omfortable dimensions in whi h samples of typi al dimensions of a few

mm

an be inserted. As presented in Se . 3.2.1, the mi rowave radiation is

multiply ree ted giving rise to a standing waves pattern

alled mode. The

Q

times higher than

average energy density in the

avity is approximatively

in the wave guide. This indu es an in rease of the ESR signal intensity whi h
is dire tly proportional to the square root of the in ident power.

Figure 3.7: S hemati

view of a 9 GHz ESR spe trometer (from Bruker).

The ESR signal is det ted with the help of a mi rowave bridge whi h
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is s hemati ally shown in g. 3.7. In a mi rowave bridge a fra tion of the
power emitted by the sour e (a Gunn diode) is sent to the resonant avity that
ontains the sample and the rest is sent dire tly to the dete tor through the
"referen e arm". The amount of mi rowave radiation that enters the
from the wave guides
iris). The

an be tuned with the help of a

avity is " riti ally

oupled " when the

power dissipated as Joule heat in the
radiation is ree ted by the

avity

oupling element (the

oupled power equals to the

avity walls. In this

ase no mi rowave

avity. At ESR mi rowaves are absorbed in the

sample and the avity is no more riti ally oupled. Some of the mi rowaves is
ree ted from the

avity and measured by the dete tor. Dete tor sensitivity

depends on the amount of mi rowaves that rea hes it so some mi rowave
power from the referen e arm biases the dete tor to the ideal working point.
At 9 GHz the resonan e magneti

eld for a sample with

to 2 is about 0.3 T and this is obtained with a resistive

g

fa tor equal

oil. The magneti

eld is modulated with a frequen y of 100 kHz using a se ond small

oil.

This modulation is driven by a lo k-in amplier that dete ts the signal at
the modulation frequen y. Due to the eld modulation the dete ted signal
is the derivative ESR spe trum.

3.3.8 The high frequen y "wave-guide" ESR spe trometer
The high frequen y "wave-guide" spe trometer operates at 35, 75, 150 and
225 GHz. The resonan e eld at 225 GHz for a sample with
to two is 8 T. This high magneti
oil.

g

fa tor equal

eld is obtained by a super ondu ting

The ESR signal intensity (see eq. ( 3.18)) and the sensitivity of the

dete tor in reases with the frequen y and this

ompensates the la k of a

mi rowave avity whi h would impra ti le at these wave lengths (λ

= 4/3 mm

at 225 GHz).
The mi rowave sour e is a quartz os illator stabilized Gunn diode (Radiometer Physi s) with a 50 mW output power at 75 GHz.
of a doubler or a tripler allows to
225 GHz.

The insertion

hange the output frequen y to 150 and

The outgoing mi rowaves are fed into an oversized 8 mm wave

guide where they propagate with many dierent modes.
The stati

magneti

eld is obtained with a Nb3 Ti super ondu ting

(Oxford Instruments) and
sitioned in the

enter of the

eld is about 10 ppm/ m.

oil

an be swept from 0 to 9 T. The sample is pooil where the homogeneity of the magneti

As in the 9 GHz spe trometers, the magneti

eld is modulated for the lo k-in dete tion by a small

opper

rounds the sample.

oil is generated by a

Voltage/Current

The

urrent in the modulation

oil whi h sur-

onverter driven by the lo k-in amplier.

The sample spa e in the magnet is surrounded by a variable temperature
insert in whi h it is possible to
the super ondu ting
dynami

ondensate liquid He from the reservoir of

oil. This allows to rea h the temperature of 2 K under

va uum. The temperature of the sample

an be raised up to 530 K

with the help of a thermally isolated probe head.
The spe trometer

an operate in both transmission and reexion modes.
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Figure 3.8: Blo k diagramm of the "wave guide" high frequen y ESR spe trometer.

The larger

ir les represent the super ondu ting magnet, the

smaller ones the modulation

oil.

The ellipse inside the modulation

oil

represents the sample.

The ESR signal is dete ted by a liquid He- ooled InSb bolometer (QMC)
and

olle ted by the

omputer.

3.3.9 The high frequen y "quasi opti al" ESR spe trometer
The sensitivity of the high frequen y "wave-guide" spe trometer was limited
mainly by the low emitted power of the sour e at the highest frequen y
(225 GHz) and by the transmission losses in the oversized wave guides. The
wave guides

annot be shortened under a

sour e would be damaged by the magneti

ertain

riti al length at whi h the

eld of the super ondu ting

oil.

The absen e of a mi rowave "bridge" used in the 9 GHz spe trometers also
limits the sensitivity of the dete tor whi h

annot be maintained at the ideal

working point. For these reasons, a new mi rowave sour e was a quired in
2007 and the oversized wave guides were repla ed by a quasi-opti al bridge.
In su h systems mi rowaves propagate from the sour e to the probe-head
freely in spa e as Gaussian beams.
spatial distribution of the ele tri

This name derives from the Gaussian

eld amplitudes

E

in the plane orthogonal

to the dire tion of propagation. For a beam propagating along the

E

tion

is given by:

E = E0 exp(−(x2 + y 2 )/w2 ) .
The wave front

z

z dire

w

(3.31)

of a Gaussian beam diverts during propagation along a

dire tion from the minimum value

w0

at the aperture of the sour e to the
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value

w

given by:

w2 = w02 [1 + (
where
is at at

z2
)] ,
z02

(3.32)

z0 = (πw02 /λ) and λ is the wave length of the beam.
the beam waist w0 and varies as a spheri al wave

The wavefront
with radius

R

with propagation:

R = z[1 + (
The beams

z2
)] .
z02

(3.33)

an be fo used by o-axis paraboli

aluminum mirrors. Beam

splitting and polarization sele tion is obtained with rotatory wire grids (see
Fig. 3.9). The wire grids ree t the waves with the

E -eld

parallel to the

wires and are transparent to the orthogonally polarized ones.

The atten-

uation is about 0.1 dB for the parallel polarized waves and 30 dB for the
perpendi ular ones. The polarization of a beam
of ferromagneti

an be rotated with the help

plates. The rotation angle is a fun tion of the thi kness of

the plate, dierent rotation angles

an be obtained with dierent plates.

R
T

Figure 3.9: Pi ture of a rotating wire grid used in the quasi opti al spe trometer. The grid is transparent to waves with the E eld polarized orthogonally
(T) to the dire tion of the wires (bla k arrows).

Waves with parallel (R)

polarization are ree ted.
A pi ture and a s hemati
is shown in Fig. 3.10.

view of the system (Thomas Keating ltd.)

Mi rowave radiation is produ ed by a phase lo ked

os illator os illating at 13.9 GHz (Virginia Diodes).
raise the output frequen y to 222.4 GHz.
the previous set up

A series of doublers

The mi rowave sour e used in

an also be employed for samples whi h do not have

sensitivity problems.
At the output of the sour e a
mode propagating in the

orrugated horn (1)

onverts the mi rowave

onventional wave guide into a linearly polarized

Gaussian beam with polarization angle of 45 degree with respe t to the plane
of the opti al table (red beam). In mi rowave transmission systems it is important to avoid the formation of standing waves. This is a hieved with the
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insertion of an isolator after the sour e.

The isolator is a

omponent that

allows the transmission of the mi rowave in one dire tion only and absorbs
the mi rowaves whi h propagate in the opposite one. Here, this is realized
with a grid and a ferromagneti

rotator. The orientation of the grid is per-

pendi ular to the polarization of the dire t beam.

The rotator turns the

polarization of the dire t beam by - 45 degree so that it be omes verti al to
the plane of opti al table.

The polarization of a beam propagating in the

opposite dire tion is rotated +45 degree and is ree ted by the grid into an
absorber.
After the isolator the beam is separated by a beam splitter (3) into the
referen e (light blue) and sample (red) arms. The referen e is sent dire tly
to the dete tor (4), after a 90 degree rotation of its polarization, to dene
the working point. The sample arm is sent to the probe head. In the sample
arm two attenuators and a phase shifter nely tune the power and the phase
of the mi rowave radiation.
oupled into a HE11

At the entran e of the magnet the beam is

orrugated wave guide through a polyethylene window.

The guide is a thin walled (300 mi ron)
silver, a material with very low thermal
a depth of

λ/4

and a spa ing of

λ/2.

orrugated tube made of German
ondu tivity. The

This

orrugations have

orrugation indu es a very high

wall impedan e to the mm-wave radiation, while keeping the wall

urrents

and so the dissipation very low. The tube preserve the polarization of the
radiation.
Mi rowaves pass through the sample and are ree ted from a mirror at
the end of the probe head. The fra tion of the mi rowave beam whi h suers
ESR absorption a quires a

ir ular polarization. This

an be understood

sidering that a linearly polarized eld is the sum of two

on-

ir ularly polarized

omponents whi h rotate in the opposite dire tion [54℄. Only the

omponent

that rotates in phase with the spin pre ession is absorbed while the other
is ree ted. The outgoing beam is sent to a grid whi h transmits only the
omponent with polarization orthogonal to the in ident beam. This way we
lter out the dire t beam and only the part that suered ESR (dark blue) is
allowed to rea h, from the mi rowave radiation whi h has not suered ESR
(green beam). The ESR signal is added to the referen e arm and sent to the
dete tor.
Two dete tors

an be used to dete t the ESR signal: a liquid Helium

ooled InSb bolometer (QMC instruments) (5) or a solid state dete tor (Millite h) (6).

The solid state dete tor has a sensitivity

omparable to the

Bolometer at 111.2 GHz and 75 GHz with no need of liquid He

ooling.

The divergen e of a Gaussian beam in reases with de reasing frequen y.
The maximum beam width is rea hed at the fo using mirror and is equal to
14 mm at 222.4 GHz.
be omes

At frequen ies lower than 75 GHz the beam width

omparable to the dimension of the mirror indu ing high losses.

The rotation angle of the ferromagneti
frequen y and

rotators is also a fun tion of the

annot be used at frequen ies lower than 111.2 GHz.

The

sensitivity test of the spe trometer indi ated 75 GHz as a lower limit for the
usable frequen y of the opti al bridge.
Previous experien e on similar experimental setups in Lausanne suggested
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the importan e to isolate the spe trometer vibrationally. Relative displa ements between the magnet and the opti al bridge results, in fa t, in a

hange

of the opti al path whi h indu es a noise at the dete tor. At 222.4 GHz the
wave length is 1.3 mm so even small displa ements

hange the amplitude of

the mi rowave elds at the dete tor and add to the noise. The typi al ESR
−6
V) dete ted by the lo k-in amplier is very small
signal amplitude (10
−1
ompared to the overall mi rowave signal at the dete tor (10
V).
For these reasons, we pla ed the spe trometer on a vibration-isolated supporting stru ture shown in Fig. 3.11. The supporting stru ture was designed
in

ollaboration with Dr. Reis of the Building A ousti

Laboratory and Dr.

Kiss and Dr. Hunyadi of the Stru tural Department of the BME. Ferromagneti

materials whi h

ould inuen e the homogeneity of the magnet were

avoided. The magnet (1) is pla ed on a 2-ton C38
isolated from the ground by 36

opolymeri

on rete mass (4) whi h is

blo ks (CDM) (5). The opti al

bridge is sustained by an aluminum stru ture (ITEM) (3) on the top of 4
bri k

olumns strengthened by aluminum shafts.

The aluminum stru ture

an be shifted horizontally with the help of a linear roller guide to allow the
extra tion of the probe head from the magnet. The self resonant frequen y
of the stru ture is only 10 Hz.

At higher frequen ies the stru ture damps

e iently me hani al vibrations.

3.3.10 The probe head
A s hemati

view of the end of the probe head is shown in Fig. 3.12. Mi-

rowave horns [1℄ with dierent ending diameters (3.8, 7 mm) (Thomas Keating Ltd) fo us the mi rowaves onto the sample. With an additional element
[2℄, it is possible to fo us the mi rowave front to 1.9 mm.
positioned in a
serted in a

opper Helmotz

opper

The sample is

oil for the modulation [3℄. The

ylinder [4℄ whi h allows thermalization and

oil is in-

ontains the

heating resistan e and the temperature sensor. With the help of a s rew that
an be rotated during the measurement [6℄ it is possible to move a mirror
[5℄ on the bottom. This allows to position the sample to the antinodes of
the standing waves in the sample holder. To avoid vibration indu ed by the
alternating

urrent owing in the modulation

to the me hani al

oupling between the

oil, great attention was paid

oil and the

opper

ylinder.

3.3.11 The spe trometer performan e
The sensitivity of the spe trometer measured using MgO doped with 1.5 ppm
√
2+
10
−4
of Mn , a standard ESR referen e is 3·10
spins /(10
T Hz) at 300 K.
This value is one of the highest reported for spe trometers operating in this
frequen y range without a resonant
of the best

avity. Its value is

omparable with those

ommer ial 9 GHz ESR spe trometers whi h use a resonant avity.
2+
lines is about 0.1 mT in both the 8 T and 0.3

The line width of the Mn
mT eld measurements

onrming that the high homogeneity of the magnet

is not inuen ed by the supporting stru ture of the opti al bridge (see Fig.
3.13). The me hani al stability of the spe trometer is demonstrated by the
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perfe tly at base line of the spe trum of orthorhombi

KC60 shown in Fig.

3.13.

3.4

Other experimental te hniques

3.4.1 SQUID magnetometry
Measuring with su ient pre ision the intensity of the ESR signal

ould be

di ult in samples with a broad spe trum whi h overlaps the absorption
line of the

ommonly used referen e materials.

sus eptibility

In these

ases the stati

an be measured by a SQUID (Super ondu ting QUantum In-

terferometer Devi e) magnetometer. The magnetization of the sample

an be

obtained as fun tion of temperature or magneti eld intensity. The measurements reported in the following
with a

hapters were made by Laszló Kiss (SZFKI)

ommer ial Quantum Design MPMS-5S SQUID magnetometer.

3.4.2 Infrared and Raman spe tros opies
Important informations about the stru ture of the fullerides

an be obtained

from their phonon spe trum. Due to the nature of mole ular solids, fullerides
have both intermole ular and intramole ular vibrating modes (see Chapter
I). The most used experimental te hniques to study the phonon modes are
infrared spe tros opy and Raman s attering. Due to the high symmetry of
the fullerene mole ule only 4 modes are infrared a tive and 8 Raman a tive.
The number of observable modes in reases when the symmetry of C60 is
distorted, e.g, in the

ase of fulleride polymers.

Infrared transmission spe tra were re orded on pellets of sample powder
diluted with KBr under dynami va uum. The measurements were performed
in the laboratory of Dr.

Katalin Kamarás (SZFKI) with a Bruker IFS 28

FTIR spe trometer.
Raman spe tra were

olle ted in Milan at the Laboratory of Prof. Bottani

(Polite ni o di Milano, Milan) using a T64000 Jobin-Yvon spe trometer.
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6
5

3

4
1
2

Figure 3.10: Pi ture (upper panel) and s hemati

view (lower panel) of the

quasi-opti al bridge. The dashed re tangle indi ates the part of the s heme
whi h is visible on the pi ture.
mirrors, the

The gray triangles represent the fo using

ontinuous lines the wire grids, the dashed lines the rotating

wire grids. The red

olor indi ates the dire t beam (from the sour e to the

sample) the green the ree ted beam (from the sample to the absorber) the
light blue the referen e arm, the dark blue the ESR signal. The polarization
of the beams is given with respe t to the plane of the opti al table with the
letters v (verti al) and h (horizontal). (1): mi rowave sour e, (2) isolator,
(3) beam splitter, (4) phase shifter, (5,6) dete tors, (7,8) attenuators, (10)
polythene window of the probe head, (11) sample. The ree ted mi rowaves
are separated from the ESR signal with the wire grid (9)℄.
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2
3

1
4

5
Figure 3.11: Overall view of the "quasi opti al" high frequen y ESR spe trometer. (1) magnet, (2) dete tor, (3) aluminum supporting stru ture, (4)
on rete blo k,(5)

opolymeri

spring
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1

2
6

3
4
5

Figure 3.12: S hemati

view of the end part of the probe head.

rowave horn, (2) additional fo using element, (3) modulation
malising

(1): mi-

oil, (4) ther-

opper blo k, (5) movable mirror, (6) positioning s rew.

Figure 3.13: Left: ESR spe trum of Mn:MgO with a Mn
ppm measured at 9 GHz with a

on entration of 1.5

ommer ial spe trometer (bla k spe trum)

and at 222.4 (red spe trum) with the quasi opti al spe trometer.
222.4 GHz ESR spe trum of orthorhombi
trum is at.

Right:

KC60 , the base line of the spe -

Chapter 4
Phase segregation in KC60 and
Na2C60
4.1

Introdu tion

The determination of the exa t

rystal stru ture is one of the most di-

ult tasks in the study of alkali inter alated fullerides. As we mentioned in
Chap. 2, the phase diagram of these materials is

omplex and many

ompet-

ing me hanisms play a role in determining their stru ture. In this hapter, we
dis uss two fullerides, KC60 and Na2 C60 , whose

rystal stru tures are strongly

inuen ed by the diusion of the inter alated

ations in the latti e. In both

materials, there is a temperature range in whi h domains with
dierent from the nominal one are observed. The

hara teristi

omposition
dimension

of these domains is about 10 nm in KC60 and somewhat smaller in Na2 C60
(3-10 nm). The

ationi

perfe tly stoi hiometri

on entration in the segregated domains is almost
in the

ase of KC60 , while in Na2 C60 is less dened.

The study of phase segregated fullerides is di ult. The absen e of long
range order and low sensitivity limits X-ray dira tion.

For example, in

Na2 C60 , the dierent phases are so nely distributed that only an average
stru ture is observed. Magneti

resonan e methods like NMR and ESR are

more suitable although NMR sensitivity is in some

ases insu ient to ob-

serve all phases. Conventional 9 GHz ESR spe trometers have a 2-3 order of
magnitude higher sensitivity than NMR but they are limited by the low spe tral resolution. Dierent segregated phases have similar
absorption lines

g

fa tors and their

annot be resolved in low eld ESR measurements. Condu -

tivity measurements are di ult on samples whi h are usually available as
powder or small

rystals only.

Here we show that phase segregation
mi rowave

an be dete ted with HF-ESR and

ondu tivity measurements. HF-ESR spe trometers have enough

sensitivity and spe tral resolution to dete t minority phases. High sensitivity
an be rea hed even in metalli

fullerenes where the skin penetration depth

in the mi rowave frequen y range is mu h lower than the typi al grain size
(10-100 mi rons).

Mi rowave

ondu tivity measurements are parti ularly

suitable for air-sensitive powders and are equivalent to
in whi h the plasma frequen y is about 250 THz.
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Stru tural

hanges and
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inhomogeneities of the sample inuen e the ele tri

properties and

studied by measuring the temperature dependen e of the mi rowave

an be
ondu -

tivity.
A study of the depolymerization of orthorhombi

KC60 demonstrates that

these experimental te hniques are suitable to investigate phase segregations
in fullerides. Our measurements are in agreement with those reported in the
literature and

larify some aspe ts of the morphology of the phase distri-

bution. Se ond, we study the phase homogeneity of Na2 C60 with HF-ESR
and we observe phase segregation below 450 K. Our results, in addition to
infrared spe tros opy, NMR and neutron dira tion measurements,
the me hanism of the segregation and the ele troni

and magneti

larify

properties

of the resulting phases.

4.2

Depolymerization of orthorhombi

KC60

4.2.1 Previous results
The dis overy of super ondu tivity in K3 C60 (Tc

= 19.3

K) [3℄ raised the

interest in the alkali inter alated salts. A large number of studies were

on-

du ted to understand the phase diagram of Kx C60 systems. In 1994, it was
dis overed that the orthorhombi
(2+2)

phase at

omposition of

x=1,

o-KC60 , is a

y loaddu ted one-dimensional (1D) fulleride polymer [23, 27, 28℄ (see

Se . 2.3.4). o-KC60 is stable in air [63℄, and it interestingly has a metalli
ground state [44℄.
At higher temperatures, KC60 depolymerizes and a monomeri
ubi

phase,

-KC60 , forms. Depolymerization of orthorhombi

ro kstalt,

KC60 is re-

versible with temperature and strongly inuen ed by the diusion of the
+
ation. Close to the depolymerization temperature the K ions diuse and
phase segregate into pure C60 and K3 C60 domains [64℄.
phase, i-KC60 ,

This intermediate

an be maintained in a metastable state at low temperatures

by quen hing below from

T > 400 K to less than 360 K, the depolymerization

temperature.
Quen hing the high temperature monomeri
the formation of a se ond orthorhombi

phase

phase below 270 K results in
onsisting of fullerene dimers

[33℄. At these temperatures the C60 rotation is hindered and this prevents
the mole ules from assuming the re ipro al orientation required to form the
(2+2)

y loaddu ted bonds of the polymeri

stru ture (see Se . 2.3.4).

4.2.2 Sample preparation
Orthorhombi

KC60 was prepared by Gyöngyi Klupp (SZFKI) by solid state

rea tion between C60 and pure K powders under argon atmosphere in a dry
box. The powder mixture was maintained at 623 K in a arbon steel ontainer
for 10 days. It was reground several times to obtain a homogeneous powder
mixture. The sample was quen hed from 353 K to avoid phase segregation.
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4.2.3 High frequen y ESR and mi rowave ondu tivity
measurements
The ESR spe tra were
to 525 K and

olle ted by heating as prepared o-KC60 from 290 K

ooling ba k. The temperature sweep rate was about 2 K/min.

Five temperature ranges with dierent phase distributions
In table 4.1 the dierent temperatures with the

an be identied.

orresponding phase distri-

butions des ribed in the following are indi ated.
The

hanges in the ESR spe trum with in reasing temperature are shown

in Fig. 4.1. The spe trum is omposed of one line for

T < 430 K (I-III). Above

this temperature the intensity of the line de reases while a new line grows
(IV-V).
Range

Temperatures

I

T < 360 K
360 < T < 390 K
390 < T < 420 K
420 < T < 450 K
T > 450 K

II
III
IV
V

Phases
orthorhombi
orthorhombi

KC60 (o-KC60 )

KC60 + K3 C60 + C60

K3 C60 + C60 (intermediate KC60 )
Ro ksalt KC60 + K3 C60 + C60
Ro ksalt KC60 ( -KC60 )

Table 4.1: Phase distributions in nominal KC60 .
The

hanges in the ESR spe trum are more evident in the temperature

dependen e of the resonan e eld measured on heating and

ooling shown in

Fig. 4.2.
In temperature range (I), the position of the line is temperature independent. In (II), the resonan e eld slightly de reases with temperature to

400 K. In (III), the resonan

e eld in reases with temperature while two lines

are observed between 400 K and 425 K (IV). At higher temperatures, the
spe trum shows only one absorption line (V).
The temperature dependen e of the line width shown in Fig. 4.3 is also
informative. In temperature range (I) the line broadens with

T.

The broad-

ening in (II) is more pronoun ed and the line width rea hes the value of
1.6 mT at 400 K. A se ond absorption line be omes visible in range (IV)
while the rst further broadens before disappearing. In the highest temperature range (V), the line width in reases with
These results

T.

an be interpreted on the basis of those previously published

[64℄. First, we dis uss the phase transitions observed with the in reasing of
the temperature. The polymeri phase is stable at temperatures below 360 K.
Its metalli

behavior is ree ted in the linear temperature dependen e of the

line width.

As mentioned in Se . 3.3.5, the line width of metals in whi h

the main relaxation me hanism is the ele tron-phonon s attering is dire tly
proportional to the resistivity. At temperatures higher than TDebye the line
is expe ted to broaden linearly with

T.

The shift in the absorption line position at about 360 K indi ates the
beginning of stru tural
ening whi h a
the sample.

hanges related to depolymerization. The line broad-

ompanies the shift indi ates an in reased inhomogeneity of

As depolymerization pro eeds, K ions start diusing and the
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V

500 K

IV

430 K

III

410 K

II

390 K

I

350 K

8.120

8.125

8.130

8.135

8.140

8.145

Magnetic Field (T)

Figure 4.1: 225 GHz ESR spe tra of KC60 measured heating the sample from
300 K to 525 K. The ve spe tra
as indi ated in table 4.1.

orrespond to dierent phase distributions
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ESR Resonance Field (T)

8.1360

8.1350

I

8.1340

II

V

III IV

8.1330

8.1320

300

350

400

450

500

550

Temperature (K)

Figure 4.2: Temperature dependen e of the ESR absorption line position of
KC60 measured heating the sample from 290 K to 525 K (bla k symbols) and
ooling ba k (empty symbols).

rst K3 C60 and pure C60 domains form. In the temperature range II three
phases

o-exist: o-KC60 , K3 C60 and pure C60 .

The two ESR a tive phases, o-KC60 and K3 C60 , are metalli

and have a

ommon absorption line in the spe trum due to the diusion of the

ondu t-

ing ele trons between them. As the temperature in reases, ele trons spend
more time in the enlarged K3 C60 domains. The ESR absorption line width
in K3 C60 is larger, 0.14 mT at 350 K [65℄, than in KC60 , 7 mT at 350 K,
explaining the broadening of the ESR line in this temperature range.
At about 400 K, range (III), the depolymerization is

omplete and the

sample is in the intermediate state. The ESR line arises from the isolated
domains of K3 C60 in a C60 matrix.
At higher temperatures, in range IV, the new absorption line indi ates
the formation of the rst
II, two

-KC60 domains. Similarly to temperature range

ondu ting phases exist in IV,

-KC60 and K3 C60 . The two distin t

absorption lines in the spe trum indi ates that the

ondu ting phases are

isolated by insulating C60 domains and the ele trons

annot diuse between

them.
In temperature range V, only the monomeri

phase of KC60 remains.

The slight shift in the ESR position with temperature is reversible and it is
probably due to the thermal expansion of the latti e.
The intermediate phase does not form on
is un hanged at this

ooling. The monomeri

phase

ooling rate (2 K/min) down to the depolymerization

temperature, 360 K. The formation of the rst polymeri
the line width of monomeri

domains in reases

KC60 and the absorption line of the polymeri
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ESR line width (mT)
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Figure 4.3:

Temperature dependen e of the ESR line width of KC60 for

heating the sample from room temperature to 525 K (upper panel) and

ool-

ing ba k from the highest temperature (lower panel) with the same rate
(2 K/min). At 360 K motional narrowing of resonan es of monomeri
polymeri

and

KC60 domains merges the spe trum into one broadened line. Dif-

ferent symbols are used to indi ate dierent absorption lines.
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phase is broadened by the monomeri
two

domains. This is expe ted sin e the

ondu ting phases are not separated by pure fullerite domains whi h

form only in the intermediate state.
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(300 K)

2.0

(T)/

I

1.5
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III
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1.0

0.5

0.0
300
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500

550

Magnetic Field (T)

Figure 4.4: Temperature dependen e of the mi rowave

ondu tivity of KC60

normalized to the value at 300 K. The minimum at 410 K signals the formation of intermediate KC60 .
The phase transitions shown by HF-ESR measurements are observed in
the temperature dependen e of the mi rowave

ondu tivity also (Fig. 4.4).

Below the depolymerization temperature (about 360 K),
reases with in reasing

T

σ(T )

as expe ted for a metal like o-KC60 .

sample is strongly inhomogeneous and the

slightly deIn II, the

ondu tivity de reases with tem-

perature to a minimum at 410 K. Above this temperature, o-KC60 is no more
present and the mi rowave losses are due to K3 C60 domains. At higher temperatures, the rst
of the sample as

ubi -KC60 domains appear in reasing the inhomogeneity
onrmed by the se ond minimum around 440 K. Above

450 K, the a tivated behavior of the
ing nature of

ubi

KC60 .

ondu tivity indi ates the semi ondu t-

The high temperature phase was over ooled to

340 K where it polymerizes.
Mi rowave

ondu tivity was measured with a somewhat higher tempera-

ture sweep rate, 10 K/min, than HF-ESR. This explains the dieren e in the
polymerization temperatures found by the two methods on
with ESR and 340 K with

ondu tivity measurements).

ooling (360 K
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4.3

Phase segregation in Na2 C60

4.3.1 Previous results
A4 C60 and A3 C60 (A= K, Rb) fulleride salts have dierent ground states
although the

t1u

ondu ting bands are only partially lled in both.

The

A3 C60 's are super ondu tors while A4 C60 fullerides have an insulating ground
state. This dierent behavior was explained as a
play of the Jahn-Teller distortion of the

onsequen e of the inter-

harged fullerene mole ules and the

on-site Coulomb repulsion due to strong ele tron-ele tron

orrelations [37℄

as des ribed in Se . 2.5.2. The Jahn-Teller-Mott (JTM) insulating ground
state was observed experimentally in K4 C60 and Rb4 C60 with ele tron energy loss spe tros opy [66℄ and NMR [67℄ and in Cs4 C60 by neutron dira 4−
tion [68℄. The Jahn-Teller distortion of the C60 was proved by infrared
measurements [69℄ and re ently observed dire tly with S anning Tunneling
Mi ros opy (STM)[70℄.
Na2 C60 fulleride was intensively studied as a possible example of a JTM
insulator. NMR and ESR [67℄ found the ground states of Na2 C60 insulating
and showed a low energy triplet ex itation. A

ombined Raman and 9 GHz

ESR study of Kubozono et al. [71℄ indi ated instead a metal-insulator transition at 50 K. ESR studies at high temperatures (300-400 K) observed an
hystereti
These

behavior of the absorption line.
ontradi tory results motivated us to revisit the question of the

ground state of Na2 C60 . With a

ombined infrared spe tros opy, NMR, HF-

ESR and neutron dira tion study we showed that the unusual behavior of
Na2 C60 is a onsequen e of a phase segregation driven by the diusion of
+
the Na ions that takes pla e at about 450 K. We observed at least three
phases one of whi h is metalli . From the analysis of the IR spe trum we
Of the two remaining phases one
+
is assigned to C60 inter alated with a low on entration of Na ions while
assigned the metalli

the

phases to Na3 C60 .

omposition of the other one remains indetermined. The inhomogeneity

of the material explained the dis ordant results reported by the dierent
groups. Dierent experimental methods are sele tively sensitive to dierent
13
C NMR due
phases. For example, the C60 phase is di ulty observable by
to saturation and the interpretation of the 9 GHz ESR measurements was
ae ted by the low spe tral resolution.

4.3.2 High frequen y ESR study
We studied the phases of nominal Na2 C60 with HF-ESR. The presen e of
multiple phases results in an inhomogeneous broadening or in a split of the
absorption line due to the dieren e in the

g

fa tors.

The 225 GHz ESR spe trum measured at 225 K shown in Fig. 4.5

onsists

of three absorption lines. The three phases are visible at all temperatures
between 4 and 450 K. The distan e between the absorption lines are slightly
temperature dependent and of the order of 0.10-0.20 mT. In a 9 GHz spe trometer, the spe tral resolution is (225/9)=25 times lower and su h small
splittings

ould not be dete ted.

The line widths of the three phases are
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Measured Spectrum
ESR absorption (arb.u)

Fitted
First

Second

Reference

Third

8.10

Spectrum
Line

8.11

8.12
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Line

8.13

8.14

Magnetic Field (T)

Figure 4.5: 225 GHz ESR spe trum of nominal Na2 C60 at 225 K. The measured spe trum was tted with three Lorentzian line (bla k, red an green
lines). The sum of the three tted

omponents (light blue line) is also shown.

onstant within the experimental pre ision at temperatures down to 100 K.
Below this temperature, Phase 1 and 3 broadens from 2.2 mT to 3.2 mT and
from 0.6 to 1.2 mT, respe tively.
To avoid unwanted rea tions between the ESR referen e material and the
sample, we used a small pie e of
as standard

g -fa

α,γ -bisdiphenylene-β -phenylallyl

tor referen e (g=2.0025) to

normalized the full ESR intensity,

alibrate the magneti

IT , to the stati

to the stati

sus eptibility (see Se . 3.3.2):

χi , is the spin sus

eld. We

sus eptibility measured by

SQUID. The fra tional intensity for ea h absorption line
the total ESR intensity,

(BDPA),

Ii ,

is proportional

Ii = χi Vi /IT , where IT = ΣIi is
Vi the fra tional vol-

eptibility and

ume of the phase i. This allows to determine the temperature dependen e of
the spin sus eptibility of the three phases (phase 1 to 3), shown in Fig. 4.6.
We suppose that the volume of the dierent phases does not

hange with

temperature. This hypothesis seems plausible for temperatures below 400 K
+
where the Na ions do not diuse. The relatively large noise in the sus eptibility data has to be as ribed to the di ulty in determining the intensity
of Lorentzian lines when the splitting of the lines is

omparable to the line

widths as for Phase 1 and 2 (see g. 4.5).
Stati

sus eptibility of Phase 1 has a Curie-like temperature dependen e

orresponding to 1.3 % of

S = 1/2

per C60 mole ules. Phase 2 is the phase

with the largest spin sus eptibility at
with the smallest

g

fa tor.

T > 175

K while Phase 3 is the one

The approximately temperature independent

sus eptibility indi ates that Phase 3 is metalli .

One possible explanation

for the unusual temperature dependen e of the stati

sus eptibility of Phase
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2 is that this phase is a mixture of phases with so small g fa tor dieren es
that their lines are not resolved in the ESR spe trum.

6
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Figure 4.6: Temperature dependen e of the spin sus eptibility of the dierent
phases in nominal Na2 C60 . The

ontinuous line indi ates the full sus eptibil-

ity of the sample.
At 450 K a stru tural transition takes pla e, the three low temperature
phases disappear and are repla ed by a new one (see Fig. 4.7). The single
Lorentzian ESR line indi ates that an homogeneous material is formed. On
rapid

ooling (2.5 K/min) the sample is quen hed into this metastable state.

The original phase segregated material reappears after about two weeks at
room temperature. The formation of the homogeneous phase for

T > 450

K

and the possibility of preserving this phase at lower temperatures with a
su iently fast

ooling suggest that the stru tural transition is
+
the diusion of the Na ions.
To

ontrolled by

onrm this s enario we studied the temperature dependen e of the

HF-ESR spe trum of samples quen hed with a higher

ooling rate.

The

samples were heated from room temperature to 523 K, maintained at this
temperature for 60 minutes and then quen hed in liquid nitrogen. The temperature dependen e of the ESR absorption line position measured between
5 and 250 K on quen hed samples is shown in Fig. 4.7. The ESR spe trum
is still

omposed of three absorption lines at

T < 200

tions of the two lines are, within experimental a
those of Phase 1 and Phase 2 in the slowly

K. Although the posi-

ura y, very similar to the

ooled samples, the

g

fa tor of

the third line is signi antly dierent from those of Phase 3. The homogeneous material in this

ase is obtained at a lower temperature, 200 K, as

demonstrated by the single absorption line ESR spe trum shown in Fig. 4.8.
This indi ates a ner distribution of the dierent phases formed by smaller
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Figure 4.7:

ESR line position of the high temperature phases in nominal

Na2 C60 . The three phase observed in the low temperature ranges disappear
at about 450 K where the homogeneous phase forms.

segregated domains than in the slowly

ooled samples. It was not possible

to obtain a homogeneous material at lower temperatures.

4.3.3 Results of other methods
The HF-ESR results are in remarkably agreement with infrared spe tros opy
(IR), NMR and neutron dira tion measurements [72℄. IR is a parti ularly
suitable te hnique for the study of the phonon modes in fulleride polymers.
Only the four T1U intra mole ular modes are a tive in the high symmetri
C60 mole ule.

The number of IR a tive modes in reases in distorted C60

mole ules, as for example in polymers or Jahn-Teller distorted mole ules.
Parti ularly interesting is the position of the T1U (4) mode (near 1428
n−
m−1) of C60 anions whi h shifts proportionally to n. This allows to deter-

harge state of the anions. IR spe tra of Na2 C60 have two T1U (4)
3−
absorption peaks whi h orrespond to C60 anions and pure C60 demonstrating the inhomogeneity of the sample. At temperatures above 470 K IR
mine the

spe trum

hanges indi ate a more homogeneous material with Jahn-Teller
2−
distorted C60 anions.
13
C NMR measurements onrmed the absen e of amorphous arbon
whi h would give a broad absorption line and dete ted at least two phases
one of this was pure C60 .

The absorption line of C60 disappears at high

temperatures as the homogeneity of the sample in reases.

+
Neutron dira tion measurements indi ated the onset of Na ion diusion
above 400 K on a time s ale of 0.8 ns. A jump distan e of 4 Å was dedu ed.
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ured spectrum
Lorentzian Fit

Meas
One

ESR absorption (arb.u)

Reference

8.120
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8.130
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8.140
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Figure 4.8: 225 GHz ESR absorption spe trum of quen hed Na2 C60 samples
at 200 K. The absorption line in the low magneti
referen e.

eld region is the eld

The phases of the signals are dierent be ause the two samples

were in dierent positions in the wave guide.
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Figure 4.9: Temperature dependen e of the 225 GHz ESR lines position of
as prepared (red, green and bla k symbols) and quen hed (blue symbols)
∗
Na2 C60 samples. T indi ates the temperature above whi h the quen hed
sample is homogeneous.

This is the distan e between the tetrahedral and an o- enter o tahedral site
of the fullerite stru ture as shown in Fig. 4.10 [73℄.

4.3.4 Phase segregation in fulleride salts, general onsiderations
Although a rigorous analysis of the energy and entropy

ontributions involved

in the phase segregations in fulleride salts is still missing, some general
siderations

on-

an be done.

In both KC60 and Na2 C60 the formation of domains in the fullerene latti e with higher

ationi

ontent than the nominal one is driven by the gain

in Coulomb energy (Madelung energy).

This

an be understood from the

rystal stru ture of the fulleride salts, presented in Se .2.3.2. In absen e of
polymerization, the C60 mole ules form an
hedral and one o tahedral voids per unit
atoms. A s hemati

f cc

latti e whi h has two tetra-

ell whi h

an a

ommodate alkali

view of the latti e is shown in Fig. 4.10. A

ation in the

tetrahedral, T, site has four C60 's rst neighbors and six in the o tahedral,
O, sites. The anion- ation distan e in the T site is smaller than in the O site
so the gain in Coulomb energy of an o

upied T site is higher.

Light alkali ations, A, in An C60 (n=1,2,3) an o
the o tahedral sites along the (111)
from the

upy o- enter sites near

rystalline dire tion [73℄. The distan e

enter of the o tahedral site is higher for the light alkali ations (Li,
+
ase of Na2 C60 , for example, Na
ations o upy o- enter

Na and K). In the
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111 Direction

T

6.14

OO

O

4.15

+
Figure 4.10: Illustration of the potential seen by a Na (red ir le) ion moving
in the (111) dire tion of the f

fullerene latti e (right).

The blue

ir le

represents a fullerene mole ule

sites in whi h they have the same distan e from the rst nearest neighbor
fullerenes as in the tetrahedral sites. In phases with higher stoi hiometry
n−
+
C60 anions oordinate more ations gaining in Coulomb energy In KC60 , K
ions o upy only the o tahedral sites while in K3 C60 the tetrahedral sites
are o

upied also and this results in a gain in Coulomb energy.

A similar

me hanism happens when Na3 C60 forms from Na2 C60 .
The

ation-C60 intera tion in A3 C60 Coulomb inuen es also the rotation

of the fullerene mole ules and favors the formation of an ordered Fm3̄m stru ture in whi h the mole ules rotation is hindered (see Se . 2.3.2).
entropy asso iated to the inhomogeneous

The low

ation distribution and to the hin-

dered rotations makes the segregated phase unstable at high temperatures.
This drives the stru tural phase transition in both fullerides. At high temperatures the distribution of the
and the C60 mole ules

ations in the

rystals be omes homogeneous

an rotate almost freely.

The

ationi diusion me hanism is the main dieren e between the phase
+
ions move from a tetrahedral to an
transition in the two fullerides. Na
o tahedral site of the fullerite stru ture along the (111) dire tion (see the
+
potential in Fig. 4.10). K ions are too large to diuse through the trigonal
aperture between the o tahedral and the tetrahedral sites and some other
me hanism as, e.g, the motion of dislo ations or other defe ts have to be
supposed.

This explains why it is easier to quen h the high temperature

phase of KC60 to a low temperature metastable state.

Chapter 5
Metalli disordered fulleride
polymers
5.1
This

Introdu tion
hapter deals with the stru tural and magneti

properties of two ful-

leride polymers, Mg5 C60 and K2 C60 C8 H8 . Although the two materials have
dierent stru tures, both are

hara terized by strong disorder . Despite the

disorder, the two materials are single-phase. The stru tural disorder is intrinsi , i.e. not due to an imperfe t synthesis, and it strongly inuen es the
ele troni

and magneti

properties. Both materials are metalli at room tem-

perature and have a smooth transition to an insulating ground state at lower
temperatures.
In the rst paragraphs of the
frequen y ESR and mi rowave

hapter, we present the results of the multiondu tivity measurements in the two mate-

rials. The most important experimental observations about the lo alization
of the ele troni

states are presented. In the last paragraph we dis uss the

experimental results and suggest that stru tural disorder gives rise to an
Anderson lo alization of the ele troni

5.2

states.

The Mg5 C60 fulleride polymer

5.2.1 Previous results
With the ex eption of the studies fo used on super ondu tivity dis ussed in
the Se . 2.5.3, very few works deal with the synthesis and the physi al properties of alkali-earth inter alated fullerides. Interestingly, polymeri

stru tures

were not observed, in spite of theoreti al predi tions [24℄. The only study of
Mg-C60

ompounds reported on Mg inter alation of fullerite thin lms [40℄.

The rst systemati

study of the phase diagram of the Mgx C60 system

made at the Resear h Institute of Solid State Physi s and Opti s in Budapest
(SZFKI) showed the formation of a stoi hiometri

ompound for

x=4

[74℄.

The

rystal stru ture was

ompatible with two-dimensional fullerene poly-

meri

sheets, although the quality of the X-ray dira togram was insu ient

to determine the orientation of the polymerized mole ules and the exa t
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bonding geometry.
An improved synthesis method developed subsequently allowed a more
pre ise

ontroll of the stoi hiometry and showed that the previously reported

phase has a Mg

ontent of

x = 5.

We tried to gain a more pre ise knowledge of the

rystal stru ture of

the Mg5 C60 fulleride polymer from the infrared absorption and the Raman
s attering spe tra. The results suggest single C60 -C60 and Mg-C60 bonds.
We looked for a lower limit of the depolymerization temperature by measuring the 9 GHz ESR spe trum and we found that the polymer is stable
for 30 minutes at the surprisingly high temperature of 823 K. A rea tion
of the sample with the quartz sample holder prevented the observation of
depolymerization at higher temperatures. We showed with the help of ESR
and mi rowave

ondu tivity measurements, that Mg5 C60 is metalli

at tem-

peratures above 200 K and undergoes a gradual transition to a paramagneti
insulating state at lower temperatures [75℄.

5.2.2 Synthesis
Mgx C60 (x

= 0 − 6)

samples were prepared by Feren

Borondi s (SZFKI) by

solid state rea tion between high purity C60 and ne Mg powder. Mg diuses
into quartz at high temperatures (700 K) so

arbon steel

ontainers were

preferred for the rea tion. The synthesis was performed under Ar atmosphere
in a dry box to avoid unwanted rea tions with oxygen.

Mg grains surfa e

was a tivated at 753 K and several annealing steps at temperatures from
653 K to 723 K were performed. The rea tion was
state diusion of magnesium in the fullerite

ontrolled by the solid

rystallites.

To improve the

homogeneity of the samples the powders were reground before ea h annealing.

5.2.3 Crystal stru ture
X-ray dira tion was performed by Gábor Oszlányi (SZFKI) to determine
the

rystal stru ture of the Mgx C60 samples. The materials were found to

be single-phase for

x=3

was observed in samples

x = 5 and x = 5.5.
with x > 6,.
and

A segregation of Mg metal

The homogeneity of the samples was studied by HF-ESR also.

As de-

s ribed in Se . 3.3.2 dieren es in the g fa tors spit the lines of inhomogeneous phases. The spe trum of Mg5 C60

onsists of a single Lorentzian line at

all temperatures even at the highest frequen y (225 GHz). This

onrms the

on lusion of a single phase edu ed from X-ray dira tion. The spe trum of
Mg3 C60

omposed of several lines eviden es an inhomogeneous distribution

of the Mg ions and multiple phases.
For these reasons we fo used our attention on the samples with Mg
entrations about ve.
with

x=5

and

x = 5.5

on-

The similarities of the dira togramms of samples
(Fig. 5.1) indi ates that Mg5 C60 is not a line-phase

and small deviations from the stoi hiometri
do not ae t signi antly the

value of the Mg

on entration

rystal stru ture. A similar behavior was ob-

served in the Li4 C60 fulleride also [32, 76℄.
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Figure 5.1: X-ray powder dira tion data for a series of Mgx C60 polymers,
with nominal

on entrations

x varying from 4.0 to 6.0.

◦
phase for x=5 and 5.5. Dotted line above 36

The material is single

orresponds to Mg metal.

The X-ray dira togramm of Mg5 C60 is best t with a

on entration

x = 4

as reported in the rst paper and a rhombohedral stru ture with
◦
latti e parameters a = b = 9.22 Å, c = 25.25 Å and γ = 120 . These values
indi ate two-dimensional hexagonal C60 polymeri sheets in the
material belongs to the

R3m

ab plane.

The

spa e group. C60 mole ules are positioned at

the fra tional oordinates (0,0,0), (2/3,1/3,1/3) and (1/3,2/3,2/3), while four
Mg are situated at the two inequivalent positions (0,0,0.23) and (0,0,0.43).
The position of the fth Mg atom
dira togramms.
an be a

annot be determined from the powder

The di ulty in determining the exa t atomi

onsequen e of an intrinsi

positions

disorder of the stru ture, (e.g. random

distribution of the interfullerene bonds or variable Mg-C60 distan es).
We attempted to obtain a deeper insight of the rystal stru ture of Mg5 C60
from the intra-mole ular vibrational modes of the fullerene mole ules observed by infrared spe tros opy (IR) and Raman s attering (see Se .3.4.2).
These vibrational modes are parti ularly sensitive to the harge state and to
n−
the distortion of the C60 anions.
The IR spe trum of an isolated neutral C60 mole ule has only four a tive
−1
modes [4℄ at 526, 576, 1182 and 1428 m . Covalent bonds or the JahnTeller (JT) ee t lower the symmetry of the mole ule and new vibrational
modes are a tivated. The large number of absorption lines in the spe trum of
Mg5 C60 shown in Fig. 5.2, indi ates a distortion of the fullerenes by

ovalent

bonds [77℄. A Jahn-Teller distortion due to JT ee t only splits the modes
but does not a tivate many new modes. In the

ase of small distortions, it is

possible to determine the symmetry of the mole ule from the number of lines
with the help of group theory. In the present
too large for the analysis. However, from

ase, the number of the lines is

omparison with the IR spe trum
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Figure 5.2: Infrared transmission and Raman s attering spe tra of Mg5 C60 .
−1
m , visible in both spe tra whi h is assigned to

Note the feature at 1480

the Ag (2) vibrational mode of C60 . The infrared line marked with an asterisk
is an extrinsi

impurity mode.

of fulleride polymers in whi h the stru ture is known from other methods, a
qualitative analysis of the spe trum is possible.
−1
was observed in all fulleride polyThe absorption line around 815 m
mers with single bonded C60 mole ules [78, 79℄ as shown in Fig. 5.3. This
line in the spe trum suggests that Mg5 C60
The broad absorption band at 1480

ontains single bonds.
−1
is more di ult to assign. The
m

extra ele trons a quired by the C60 mole ules , o
levels and inter-fullerene

upy the anti-bonding

t1u

ovalent bonds lower the number of double bonds

in the mole ule. Both of these ee ts soften the intra-mole ular bonds and
lower the resonan e frequen y of the modes. This ee t is more evident for
the

T1u (4)

mode. An empiri al dependen e of the blue-shift of its resonan e

frequen y as a fun tion of the anion harge state was reported [80℄ in fulleride
salts. Based on these arguments, we
high frequen y region of the spe trum
The nature of this mode is

on lude that the absorption line in the
annot be assigned to the

T1u (4) mode.

laried by the analysis of the Raman spe -

trum. The Raman spe trum of an undistorted neutral fullerene mole ule has
−1
is the most
8 a tive modes. Of these modes the Ag (2) around 1469 m
interesting. This mode has usually the highest intensity, and similarly to the

T1u (4)

mode, is reported to down shift the frequen ies with an in reasing of

the negative

harge on the C60 mole ule.

The Raman spe trum of Mg5 C60 (Fig 5.2) shows a broad feature at the
same frequen y than in the IR spe trum. A possible explanation is that the
Ag (2) mode is rendered IR a tive by the symmetry redu tion and be omes
visible in both spe tra.

A similar ee t was reported for C60 monolayers

adsorbed on metals [81℄. In these systems, the intensity of the Ag (2) mode is
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Figure 5.3: Infrared spe tra of various singly bonded fulleride oligo- and poly−1
m
(indi ated

mers. All the spe tra show an absorption line around 815

by the bar) whi h is attributed to single bonds between C60 mole ules.

amplied by the

oupling with a low-frequen y vibrating mode through the

intera tion with a free ele tron gas. This ee t is known in the literature as
the "vibrational phase relaxation" me hanism [82℄.
In Mg5 C60 , the low frequen y vibrating mode is an intermole ular mode
−1
m
whi h is observed in fulleride polymers

with a frequen y of about 100
[22, 83℄.

ESR and magneti

ondu tivity measurements presented in the

next paragraph indi ate delo alized ele trons whi h

ouple the two vibrating

However, in ontrast to other reported ases, the Ag (2) mode is
−1
shifted about 11 m
to higher frequen ies. Covalent bonds between the
modes.

fullerene mole ules and Mg atoms is plausible explanation of this shift. This
would result in a de rease of the ele tron density on C60 with
strengthening of the intra-mole ular
the Ag (2) mode, as a

arbon bonds.

onsequen e of

onsequent

A small blue-shift of

ovalent bonds, was reported in C60

monolayers adsorbed on platinum, [84℄.
We made many attempts to determine the depolymerization temperature
of Mg5 C60 by X-ray dira tion and IR absorption at 400-500 K where all
known fulleride polymers depolymerize. Only irreversible

hanges in the IR

spe trum were observed while depolymerization of inter alated fulleride salts
is expe ted to be reversible with temperature (see Se . 2.3.4). These rea tions
were attributed to oxidation of the sample in the imperfe t dynami

va uum

of the spe trometer.
Therefore, we measured a lower limit of the depolymerization temperature by sear hing for

hanges in the ambient temperature ESR spe tra after

annealing at higher temperatures. The Mg5 C60 sample was sealed in a quartz
tube under He atmosphere. It was heated at a rate of 10 K/min to ea h tem-
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perature, kept there for 15 minutes, quen hed into water and then the 9 GHz
ESR spe tra were re orded at ambient temperature. We repeated this

y le

twi e in 25 K steps between 300 and 848 K. We found that treatment up
to 823 K leaves the ESR spe trum un hanged.
the ESR spe trum and the

After annealing at 848 K,

olor of the quartz sample holder

hanged. This

indi ates a rea tion of Mg (diusing out of the sample) with quartz. It is not
lear whether the depolymerization would take pla e in absen e of this rea tion. We

on lude that the polymer phase is stable for at least 30 minutes

at 823 K.
Although many details of the stru ture remain elusive we

on luded that

there are strong indi ations that Mg5 C60 is a two-dimensional fulleride polymer with single interfullerene bonds and it is stable up to the surprisingly high
temperature of 823 K. It is plausible that one of the Mg atoms is

ovalently

bonded to a C60 mole ule. The di ulties in determining the exa t stru ture are asso iated in an intrinsi
disorder for example

disorder of the

rystal stru ture. Intrinsi

an arise from a bonding angle between the fullerenes

whi h is in ompatible with

rystalline order or from

ompeting me hanisms

of similar importan e determining the stru ture.

5.2.4 Ele troni and magneti properties
Here we present a study aimed to understand the ele troni
properties of Mg5 C60 with mi rowave

and the magneti

ondu tivity measurements and ESR

at dierent frequen ies.
The temperature dependen e of the mi rowave

ondu tivity of Mg5 C60 is

shown in Fig. 5.4. Two distin t regimes are identied. At high temperatures,
the

ondu tivity de reases with in reasing temperature as in metals where

the ele tron s attering is due to phonons. The low temperature behavior is
dierent from usual metals.

The

ondu tivity has a broad maximum and

de reases below 200 K. This behavior
from a metalli

orresponds to a smooth transition

to an insulating state.

We determined the temperature dependen e of the ele tron spin sus eptibility from the normalized intensity of the ESR spe trum at 9 GHz and
225 GHz in the 4-300 K temperature range.

For the normalization of the

ESR intensity measured at T > 100 K, we mixed Mg5 C60 with MgO doped
2+
with 1.5 ppm of Mn
ions, whi h is a standard EPR referen e. At lower
temperatures the Mn:MgO ESR saturates at very low mi rowave power and
o-KC60 was used as referen e. This fulleride polymer has a metalli

ground

state and a large temperature independent sus eptibility down to 4 K. In
metals, the spin life-time is short and the saturation of the resonan e line
is observed only at very high the mi rowave power.

O-KC60 has an ESR

line width of only 0.7 mT at room temperature. All these aspe ts and the
stability in air make this fulleride polymer an ideal ESR referen e.
The temperature dependen e of the spin sus eptibility dedu ed from the
For both frequen ies, at T ≥ 200 K
−5
the spin sus eptibility has a value of 2 × 10
emu/mole and it is almost

ESR intensity is shown in Fig. 5.5.

independent of temperature, as expe ted for the Pauli sus eptibility of a
degenerate ele tron gas. At lower temperatures, a Curie

ontribution whi h
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Figure 5.4:

Temperature dependen e of the mi rowave

10 GHz of Mg5 C60 . The

ondu tivity at

ondu tivity has a smooth transition from a metal

to an insulator behavior at about 200 K.
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Figure 5.5:

Temperature dependen e of the spin sus eptibility of Mg5 C60

measured at 225 GHz (empty
are normalized at 300 K. The

ir les) and 9 GHz (squares). The two

urves

ontinuous line is the Brillouin fun tion of spin

S = 1/2 in 8.1 T eld normalized at 50 K to the 225 GHz ESR measurement.
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Figure 5.6: Temperature dependen e of the ESR line width of Mg5 C60 measured at 9 GHz (squares) and 225 GHz ( ir les). The temperature dependen e of the frequen y independent

omponent of the line width

a(T ) is also

shown (triangles). Note that for temperatures above 175 K, the line width
at 9 GHz in reases linearly with temperature as expe ted in metals in whi h
the main relaxation me hanism is the ele tron-phonon intera tion.

is hara teristi

of a small on entration of lo alized spins dominates the ESR

spe trum. The transition between the two dierent temperature dependen es
is gradual and no dis ontinuity is observed whi h ex ludes a phase transition.
The temperature dependen e of the ESR line width is shown in Fig. 5.6.
The 9 GHz line is a symmetri

Lorentzian with a 0.45 mT line width at room

temperature and it broadens with in reasing ESR frequen y. The frequen y
and the temperature dependen es of the line width

an be separated into a

eld dependent and an independent term to give:

∆H = a(T ) + b(T )H
The frequen y independent term,

a(T ),

,

is almost

(5.1)
onstant below 100 K

(see Fig. 5.6) and in reases linearly with temperature above 100 K as in
metals in whi h the main relaxation me hanism is the ele tron-phonon intera tion [59℄. The

b(T )

oe ient of the eld dependen e in reases at lower

temperatures. This line broadening of s suggests a slight inhomogeneity of
the sample.

At higher temperatures, the diusion of the delo alized ele -

trons motionally narrows the inhomogeneities by the me hanism presented
in Se . 3.3.6. The narrowing is in omplete and this explains the frequen y
dependen e of the line width.
At 225 GHz the inhomogeneous broadening,
the intrinsi

b(T ),

although small, hides

phonon-indu ed temperature dependent broadening,

a(T ).

At

low temperatures the ele trons are lo alized. The inhomogeneities are not
averaged anymore and the resonan e line broadens. The broadening in reases
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at lower temperatures as ele trons be ome the lo alized and the sus eptibility
of the lo alized ele trons grows a

ording to the Curie law.

The temperature independent sus eptibility and the de reasing
tivity with temperature indi ates that above
ultimate

200

ondu -

K Mg5 C60 is metalli . An

onrmation is given by the linear in rease of the 9 GHz line width

with temperature indi ating that ele tron-phonon

oupling is the main re-

laxation me hanism.
At low temperatures, the smooth transition to an a tivated-like temperature dependen e of the mi rowave

ondu tivity and the growing of a Curie

omponent in the sus eptibility indi ate a lo alization of the ele tron (and
as

onsequen e of the spins) without a transition to magneti ally ordered

ground state down to the lowest temperature (5 K).
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The C60 - ubane

opolymer K2 C60 C8 H8

5.3.1 Previous results
A

ombined IR and Raman study was

form of the

ondu ted to determine the isomeri

ubane mole ules in the polymeri

suggested from symmetry

stru ture [85℄. The authors

onsiderations that the most probable is dihy-

dropentalene, a planar mole ule. They also showed that interfullerene bonds
are absent and

onrmed the

opolymeri

nature of the stru ture. A study

of the fullerene- ubane phase diagram at high temperatures (up to 800 K)
and pressures (some GPa) showed dierent

opolymeri

stru tures [86℄.

Similarly to fullerene photopolymers these polymers are insulating, with
all the ele trons lo alized in
erties of fullerides

ovalent bonds. As seen in Chapter 2 , the prop-

an be modied by alkali inter alation. This motivated

us to inter alate the

opolymer with potassium and to study the properties

of the resulting alkali-fulleride- ubane
of the

ubi

opolymer, K2 C60 C8 H8 . Inter alation

rotor-stator phase dire tly was not possible as the solid state

rea tion is ine ient below the polymerization temperature.
We nd from mi rowave

ondu tivity, ESR and SQUID magnetome-

try that the pristine material is insulating while K2 C60 C8 H8 is metalli

T > 200

at

K. At lower temperatures, lo alization of the ele trons leads to an

insulating ground state similar to that observed in Mg5 C60 .

5.3.2 Synthesis
The rotor-stator monomeri
solutions of fullerenes and
tallite sizes were 5-200

µm.

material C60 ·C8 H8 was prepared from toluene

ubane by evaporating the solvent [35℄. The

rys-

A 36 hours long heat treatment was performed

at 473 K to polymerize the sample.
Poly(C60 C8 H8 ) was then rea ted with stoi hiometri
steel vessel heated inside a dry box.

amount of K in a

The rea tion mixture was heated at

523 K for 2 weeks with one intermediate regrinding for homogenization.

5.3.3 Crystal stru ture
The resulting inter alated material was
tros opy and X-ray dira tion.

hara terized by Infrared (IR) spe -

The absorption line of pure C60 and pure

ubane in the infrared spe trum of the monomeri

material C60 ·C8 H8

on-

rmed the Wan-der-Waals nature of the bonds between the two mole ules
[35℄. In the polymerized poly(C60 C8 H8 ) material many absorption modes are
a

onsequen e of the lowering of the symmetry by

spe trum the

T1u modes of the C60 mole

ovalent bonds. In this

ule are still re ognizable. The

T1u (4)

mode, the most sensitive to the

harge state, is also split due the lowering of
−1
the symmetry with the main omponent at 1424 m [85℄.
−1
In K2 C60 C8 H8 , this peak is found at 1362 m , indi ating a harge trans-

fer from the K atoms to the C60 's [77, 87℄. The exa t amount of the
transfer

annot be determined be ause in

harge

ovalent bonded stru tures the
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empiri al relations between the

harge state of the anions and the resonan e

frequen y of the vibrating mode is no longer valid.
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Figure 5.7: X-ray dira tion pattern of K2 C60 C8 H8 . The absen e of peaks in
the high angle dira tion region indi ate a strong disorder in the

rystalline

stru ture.

X-ray dira tion showed a high degree of disorder. The highest angle at
whi h a dira tion peak
order of a sample.

an be observed is an indi ation of the

rystalline

The dira tion peaks at high angles arise from rapid

spatial variations of the ele troni

density in the sample. The highest is the

angle the highest is the spatial resolution of the dira tion pattern. A shown
in Fig. 5.7 the last ree tion is observed at 35 degree whi h
a spatial resolution of 2.56 Å. For ordered
1 Å. This indi ates that the ele troni
smeared by the disorder of the atomi

orresponds to

rystals this value is lower than

density distribution in the sample is
positions.

The dira tion pattern at small angles

an be well des ribed with the

fa e entered ubi stru ture of the monomeri C60 ·C8 H8 and shows that the
+
K ions o upy the sites related to the tetrahedral ones in the pristine ubi
rotor-stator material.

5.3.4 Ele troni and magneti properties
We rst treat the ele tri
ubane

and magneti

properties of the pristine fullerene-

opolymer as a referen e material. The absen e of measurable losses

in poly(C60 C8 H8 ) powder in the mi rowave

avity indi ates that the

ondu -

tivity of the sample is low. The Curie-like temperature dependen e of the
spin sus eptibility obtained from the intensity of the ESR spe trum
that this polymer is an insulator. ESR absorption intensity

onrms

orresponds to a

on entration of about 0.5 per ent per C60 mole ule assuming

S = 1/2 spins.
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These paramagneti

enters are lo alized defe ts in the polymeri

stru ture.

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) line width is mainly due to the
dipole-dipole intera tion as

onrmed by the nearly temperature indepen-

dent value of 0.15 mT (see Fig. 5.8). This value is in good agreement with
the 0.2 mT

al ulated from the Van Vle k formula (see Se . 3.3.4 ) for spins

lo alized on the C60 mole ules.
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Figure 5.8: Temperature dependen e of the 9 GHz ESR line width of pristine
poly(C60 C8 H8 ) ( ir les) and K2 C60 C8 H8 (squares) polymers.

Potassium inter alation drasti ally
of the polymer

σ(T ).

hanges the mi rowave

As shown in Fig. 5.9,

σ(T )

is

maximum at about 400 K. At higher temperatures, the
reases linearly with

T

ondu tivity

hara terized by a broad
ondu tivity de-

as in metals in whi h the ele tron-phonon

oupling

is the main relaxation me hanism. At lower temperatures, the behavior is
a tivated-like. At

T<

250 K, the

ondu tivity of the sample is too low to

indu e measurable losses indi ating a transition to an insulating ground state.
The two orders of magnitude higher intensity of the ESR signal
the

harge transfer from K to the C60 mole ules.

overall signal of the defe t in the polymeri

The

stru ture

onrms

ontribution to the

an be negle ted in the

inter alated material.
Similar to Mg5 C60 , we obtain the stati

sus eptibility from the integrated

intensity of the ESR spe trum for

T > 130

range by SQUID magnetometry.

The absolute values shown in Fig. 5.10.

K and in the whole temperature

obtained by the two dierent te hniques agree within experimental a
in the

ura y

ommon temperature range.

The Pauli
large. It is

ontribution to the sus eptibility ,

omparable to that of orthorhombi

χP = 8 × 10−4

KC60 [44℄ and

emu/mole is
ubi

K3 C60
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Figure 5.9: Temperature dependen e of the mi rowave

ondu tivity,

σ(T ),

of K2 C60 C8 H8 normalized to the room temperature value. About 400 K the
ondu tivity

hanges smoothly from metalli

to a tivated-like.

[6℄. In a free ele tron model, the measured sus eptibility would
to a Fermi temperature,

TF

orrespond

of 400 K only.

The Pauli formula is the rst term of the expansion in series of the magneti

sus eptibility of a free ele tron gas as a fun tion of the

where

T

is the temperature of the ele tron gas. When

T

is

(T /TF )

ratio,

omparable to the

Fermi temperature the following temperature depending terms of the series
have to be taken into a

ount as well. Thus, a

ording to the free-ele tron

model the sus eptibility of K2 C60 C8 H8 polymer would be temperature dependent in
This

ontrast to the temperature independent observed value.

ontradi tion indi ates that the ele tron-ele tron

relevant in this material.

orrelations are

The Coulomb intera tion enhan es signi antly

the sus eptibility with the me hanism des ribed in Se .3.3.2.
Below 40 K, the sus eptibility rises rapidly with de reasing temperature.
At the lowest temperatures, it
an

S = 1/2

orresponds to about 10 per ent of C60 having

spin.

The 9 GHz ESR line width in reases with temperature from 0.05 mT at
100 K to 0.18 mT at 350 K (Fig. 5.8). At temperatures higher than 300 K,
the in rease is linear with

T

as in metals in whi h the main spin relaxation

me hanism is due to the ele tron-phonon

oupling [59℄.

the line width is smaller than in the pristine polymer.

For

T < 320

K,

The dipole-dipole

intera tion ee tive in the pristine polymer is narrowed in the inter alated
material by the diusion of the

ondu ting ele trons.
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Figure 5.10: Temperature dependen e of the spin sus eptibility of K2 C60 C8 H8
measured by SQUID (squares) and 9 GHz ESR ( ir les).

The 225 GHz ESR spe trum of K2 C60 C8 H8 , shown in Fig. 5.11, is a
hara teristi

three-axes

with three singularities

g -fa tor anisotropy powder spe trum (see Se . 3.3.3)
(g1 = 2.00464, g2 = 2.00462, g3 = 2.0044) at all

temperatures. The narrowness of the intrinsi
material

line width ex ludes that the

onsists of segregated phases observed in KC60 and Na2 C60 .

The

presen e of more phases would split or inhomogeneously broaden the high
frequen y ESR absorption line.
The

g -fa

tor anisotropy indi ates the presen e of well dened

with dimensions

rystallites

omparable to the spin diusion length, typi ally 200 nm in

ondu ting fullerenes [6℄.
Remarkably, the powder spe tra is observed also in the metalli
ature range.

This is unusual, be ause generally the anisotropy is smeared

out by the diusion of the ele trons.
anisotropy is not intrinsi
If the

temper-

A possible explanation is that the

but depends from the morphology of the sample.

rystallites grow preferentially with well dened relative orientations

and the ele troni diusion between them is negligible, the resulting stru ture
is anisotropi

with an external applied magneti

eld. The ee t is small and

this is the reason why it is not dete table by X-ray dira tion whi h nds
the

rystalline stru ture

ubi .

The growing of the Curie
and 5 K is a

omponent of the sus eptibility between 40

ompanied by an in rease of the intrinsi

line width extra ted

from the t of the 225 GHz ESR powder spe tra from 0.35 mT to 0.55 mT
(Fig 5.12). In the

ase of K2 C60 C8 H8 the broadening is faster and may be

a signature of growing antiferromagneti

intera tions between the lo alized
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Figure 5.11: 225 GHz ESR spe trum of K2 C60 C8 H8 measured at 120 K. The
t assumes a three axis

g -fa

tor anisotropy with

g 1 , g2 , g3

given in the text.
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Figure 5.12: Temperature dependen e of the 225 GHz ESR line width. Note
the line broadening at temperatures below about 40 K.
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spins without the transition to a magneti ally ordered ground state at the
lowest temperature rea hed (5 K).
In an antiferromagneti

state, there is a preferential dire tion along whi h

the spins are oriented (the easy axis) and the sample is anisotropi
respe t to an applied magneti

eld. In powder samples,

with

rystallites with all

possible orientations broadens the absorption line.
In

on lusion, K2 C60 C8 H8 is metalli

both mi rowave
tibility and

at high temperatures a

ording to

ondu tivity measurements and ESR. However, spin sus ep-

ondu tivity are metal-like in dierent temperature ranges: the

T > 200 K
T > 400 K.

sus eptibility is Pauli-like at

and the

early with temperature for

We attribute this dieren e to the

sensitivity of

ondu tivity de reases lin-

ondu tivity to morphology and disorder. In sample

of by small metalli

domains in an insulating matrix. The

dominated by the isolating matrix whi h prevents ow of
magneti

5.4

onsisting

ondu tivity is

urrents while the

sus eptibility is metalli .

Dis ussion

Both fulleride polymers (Mg5 C60 and K2 C60 C8 H8 ) are metalli

above a

er-

tain temperature and show a smooth transition to an insulating ground state
upon lowering

T.

in the magneti

In Mg5 C60 , the transition is in the same temperature range
sus eptibility and the

observed in K2 C60 C8 H8 . This dieren e
geneity of the

opolymeri

inuen es prevalently the

ondu tivity.

A 200 K dieren e is

an be attributed to a larger inhomo-

material, e.g due to imperfe t inter alation, whi h
ondu tivity. In K2 C60 C8 H8 , ele tron-ele tron

or-

relations are more important as shown by the large value of the sus eptibility
and the possible antiferromagneti
Apart from these dieren es,

orrelations below 40 K.
on lusions valid for both materials

an be

done. Both material are single-phase and only slight inhomogeneities were
observed. Stru tural

hanges that

ould

ause the ele tron lo alisation was

not dete ted by the various experimental methods.
The

hange of the temperature dependen e of the stati

sus eptibility

from Pauli to Curie-like is gradual and there is no well-dened phase transition. We do not observe a Mott-Hubbard transition whi h usually has a well
dened transition temperature and results in a magneti ally ordered ground
state.
The gradual transition from metalli

to insulating behavior

annot be

as ribed to the development of a spin gap at low temperatures.
ase the

ontribution of the

In that

ondu ting ele trons to the magnetization would

de rease exponentially with the lowering of the temperature in the range of

Eg /kB

where

Eg

is the value of the gap and

Instead, the de rease of the

kB

is the Boltzmann

ondu tivity with temperature is a

onstant.
ompanied

by an in rease of the spin magnetization down to the lowest temperature
(5 K) in both polymers.
The disorder of the

rystal stru ture showed by the X-ray studies sug-

gests a possible explanation. The disorder in the atomi

position results in

a random spatial distribution of the potential wells seen by the ele trons.
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The problem of an ele tron diusing in a random potential was rst treated
by P.W. Anderson [88℄. He demonstrated that when the range of the values of the potential wells,
ele troni
the ratio

V0

be omes

states be ome lo alized.

V0 /W

tails below a

is smaller than the

ertain energy value

omparable with the band-width the

Mott [89℄ pointed out that even when
riti al value, the states in the band

alled mobility edge be ome lo alized.

In reasing disorder, in reases the value of the mobility edge. If the Fermi energy lies below

Ec

the ground state is insulating. Ele trons are ex ited over

the mobility edge at temperatures mu h higher than

Ec /kB

and behavior is

metalli .
In the present

ases, ele tron-ele tron

orrelations, stru tural disorder

and dimensionality play a role in the ele troni
des ription of a strongly

lo alization. The theoreti al

orrelated ele tron gas in a disordered latti e is a

hallenging not a solved problem although re ently important results have
been reported [90, 91℄.

Moreover, the high temperature at whi h lo alisa-

tion is observed indi ates that the s aling theory [92℄ obtained in the weak
lo alization limit

annot be applied.

To our knowledge, Anderson lo alization has not been observed experimentally in fulleride materials. Theoreti ally, Gunnarsson investigated the
possibility of Anderson metal-insulator transition indu ed by the disorder
aused by phonons [6℄. He
sistivity by taking into a

al ulated the temperature dependen e of the reount the ele tron-phonon

ouplings using a Quan-

tum Monte arlo simulation method and found no lo alisation. We note here
that in Mg5 C60 and K2 C60 C8 H8 , the disorder is not phonon-indu ed but
stru tural, dierently from the
In

ase analyzed by Gunnarsson.

on lusion, we explain the low temperature behavior of the

ondu tiv-

ity of the two polymers as the a tivation of the ele trons above the mobility
edge. At temperatures well above the maximum, we measured the

ondu -

tivity of a metal. The des ription of the behavior near the maximum, where
the two

ontributions are

omparable, requires a deeper knowledge of the

disorder-potential and of the phonon stru ture.

Chapter 6
The Li4C60 fulleride polymer
6.1

Introdu tion

In this

hapter we present the stru tural, ele troni and magneti properties
7
Li NMR and frequen y dependent ondu tivity mea-

of the Li4 C60 fulleride.

surements performed at the University of Parma (IT) by the group of Mauro
Ri

ó on polymeri

tor.

Ab initio

Li4 C60 shows that this material is a good ioni

theoreti al

al ulations of the

ondu -

rystal stru ture performed by

Gábor Csányi at the University of Cambridge (UK) supports these ndings.
These results are quite remarkable sin e it is the rst time that ioni
on+
du tivity is observed in a fulleride material. The Li ion dynami s strongly
inuen es the ele troni
polymeri

onguration of the paramagneti

stru ture as shown by our HF-ESR and mi rowave

enters of the
ondu tivity

measurements.
The

hapter is divided into two parts. In the rst part, the main proper-

ties of the polymeri

phase will be presented. The se ond deals with the de-

polymerization and the properties of the high temperature monomeri

6.2

The polymeri

phase.

phase

6.2.1 Crystal stru ture
An early study published in 2001 reported the rst indi ations of a polymeri
phase in Li4 C60 [31℄, later the
Margadonna

et al.

rystal stru ture was determined by

in 2004 [93, 32℄. As anti ipated in Se . 2.3.4, in Li4 C60

both single and double bonds
stru ture

orre t

onne t the fullerene mole ules (Fig. 6.1). The

an be derived from the

f cc

latti e of the pristine fullerite. As in

KC60 , double bonds form along the fa e diagonal where the interfullerene
distan e is the shortest.
distan e and distort the

The

y loaddu t bonds shorten the interfullerene

ell from

bonds inter onne t the polymeri
is body

enter mono lini

ubi

to orthorhombi . In Li4 C60 single

hains and the nal symmetry of the

ell

(spa e group I2/m). The interfullerene distan e

is about 9.05 Å along the (2+2)

y loaddu ted

hain (b dire tion) and is

somewhat larger, 9.33 Å along the single bonds (a dire tion). The distan e
between the polymeri

planes is 15.03 Å.
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Figure 6.1: Representation of the Li4 C60 polymeri

sheets in two dierent

renderings. The two gures have the same orientation. In the three dimen+
sional rendering, [94℄, the Li sitting in the pseudo-tetrahedral (red spheres)
and in the pseudo-o tahedral sites (green spheres) are also indi ated. The
yellow

ir le indi ates a pseudo-o tahedral site.

Although the unit

ell is no more fa e

entered

ubi , it is still possible

to dene the interstitial sites with respe t to the tetrahedral and o tahedral
sites of the undistorted

ell. These sites will be named in the following as

pseudo-tetrahedral (p-T) and pseudo-o tahedral (p-O).
+
The X-ray dira tion pattern shows that two Li ions are sitting in the
larger p-O site in symmetry equivalent positions and the remaining two are in
the p-T sites. As seen in Se . 2.3.2, the p-T interstitial sites
+
more than one Li in ontrast to the tetrahedral sites.

Ab initio

al ulations of the

an a

rystal stru ture of stoi hiometri

ommodate
Li4 C60 by

G. Csányi used the Cambridge CASTEP plane-wave density fun tional theory (pw-DFT)

ode des ribed in [95℄.

The

al ulated optimized stru ture

onrmed the X-ray dira tion results with the ex eption of the position of
the

ations in the p-O site. As shown in Fig. 6.2, the

slightly shifted along the
ones. Interestingly, this

dire tion respe t to the experimentally observed
+
onguration is hara terized by two new Li inter-

stitial positions in the p-O site, at the
the

ac

al ulated positions are

a

orners of an imaginary re tangle in

plane.

The energy of

ongurations with dierent p-O llings with respe t to

the optimized stru ture were also

omputed. In parti ular, the two dierent

ongurations (one p-O site is triply o

upied and one is only single o

upied)

have an extra energy of 0.47 and 0.35 eV only with respe t to the doubly
o

upied

onguration. The

o

upied and two others

onguration in whi h one p-O site is quadruply
+
ontain one Li has an energy of 1.04 eV.

In the stoi hiometri
p-O sites that

polymeri Li4 C60 there are uno upied interstitial
+
ations. Congurations in whi h more
an be lled by Li

than two ations o upy the p-O site have low energies and an form at
+
low temperatures. The free sites in the stru ture allow Li diusion in the
+
ations an move along rystalline dire tions with alternating
latti e. Li
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Figure 6.2:

S hemati

representation of the pseudotetrahedral site.

Se tion of the ideal tetrahedral site in the

ac

plane.

Left:

Right: Same se tion

of the distorted o tahedral site after polymerization along the a dire tion.
+
Green ir les indi ate the Li position a ording to X-ray dira tion. The
yellow

ir les indi ate positions suggested by the

the p-T and the p-O sites. The aperture

al ulation.

onne ting the tetrahedral and the

o tahedral sites is small and allows the diusion of small ions only. This steri
ee t prevents ioni
fulleride salts.

diusion at low temperatures in other alkali inter alated
+
is small and it is reasonable to
The ationi radius of Li

assume lower energy barriers between the dierent sites in

ontrast to larger

alkali atoms.

a
c

1

Figure 6.3:
o

3

2

Three-dimensional rendering of a doubly (1) and triply (2-3)

upied p-O site from the

ab initio

al ulations. Conguration (2) has an

energy of 0.47 eV (3) of 0.35 eV with respe t to (1).

The re tangle is the

same as in Fig. 6.2 and is only a guide to the eye.

6.2.2 Li+ dynami s
7
resonan e (NMR) performed on Li nu lei is a major tool
+
to prove the dynami behavior of the Li
ations. The NMR spe trum is

Nu lear magneti

narrowed by the relative motion of the nu lei with respe t to the surrounding
if

∆ωτ ≪ 1.

Here

∆ω

is the line width and

des ribes the motion of the nu lei.

τ

is the

orrelation time whi h

The me hanism is equivalent to those

presented in Se . 3.3.6 for the ESR absorption line.
At low temperatures, the line is a quadrupolar powder spe trum [54℄. The
line width de reases with in reasing temperature and at room temperature
the spe trum is

omposed of a single narrow peak.

The narrowing of the
7
line is more evident above 200 K and suggests an a tivation of the Li nu lei
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Figure 6.4: Temperature dependen e of the

10
3.4

3.2

7

Li relaxation rate measured at

two and ve Tesla [96℄.

motion [97℄. The spin latti e relaxation rate T1 is well des ribed by a single
exponential de ay.
In Fig. 6.4 the temperature dependen e of the

7

Li spin latti e relaxation

rate 1/T1 measured at two dierent applied magneti

elds (2 and 5 T) is

shown [96℄. At these elds the spin relaxation rate T1 has a peak due to
+
the Li motion when ωτ = 1. This allows a measurement of the relaxation
time at the temperature of the peak.

τ (323K) = 4.80

are

ns and

The values of the relaxation times

τ (352K) = 1.92

ns. A detailed analysis of the

temperature dependen e of the spin latti e relaxation times in the framework
of the Bloembergen-Pur ell-Pound (BPP) theory [98℄ allowed to determine
+
the temperature dependen e of the orrelation time whi h des ribes the Li
E /k T
motion: τ = τ0 · e a B
with τ0 = 2.4 ps and an a tivation energy Ea =

190

meV [96℄.

In

+
on lusion, NMR measurements indi ate the a tivation of Li motion

at temperatures above 200 K. The ion dynami s is well des ribed by a single
orrelation time whi h depends exponentially on the temperature.

6.2.3 Ioni

ondu tivity

+
The dynami s of the Li

ations showed by NMR in addition to its insulating

ground state suggested that polymeri

Li4 C60 is an ioni

ondu tor.

To

verify this supposition the temperature and frequen y dependen e of the
ondu tivity were studied [96℄.
The experiments were performed under inert atmosphere in a dry box
on pellets of polymeri

Li4 C60

onta ted with silver paint.

Dc

ondu tivity

was measured inverting the polarization of the urrent every 200 mse in
+
a umulation at the ele trodes. An a tivated behavior
order to avoid Li
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Figure 6.5: Up: frequen y dependen e of the imaginary part of the impedan e

Z” of polymeri

Li4 C60 . The

ontinuous line is a t to a Debye model. Down:

Cole-Cole representation of the real and imaginary parts of the impedan e
[96℄.

is observed at temperatures above 125 K that is well des ribed by a single
exponential a tivation law.

The a tivation energy of 209 meV is in good
+
agreement with the value found by NMR measurements for the Li motion.
−
The large ondu tivity at 300 K (≈ 10 2 S/ m) indi ates the absen e of

S hottky barriers at the ele tri

onta ts and

onrms the intrinsi

nature of

the temperature dependen e.
The proof of the ioni

nature of the

ondu tivity is given by the frequen y

dependent impedan e measurements. For frequen ies well below the plasma
edge the ele troni

ondu tivity is frequen y independent. In ioni

ondu -

tors the mass of the ions is mu h higher and the relaxation ee ts appear at
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lower frequen ies.
The response of a material to an alternating voltage
an equivalent ele tri
ase is an RC
parallel. Here

ir uit of resistan es and

ir uit with a resistan e

ǫ′

R

an be des ribed by

apa itan es. The simplest
′
apa itan e C = ǫ0 ǫ in

and a

is the real part of the diele tri

onstant that for an ioni

ondu tor is des ribed by the Debye model. In this model, the relaxation of
the polarization

P (t)

indu ed by the applied ele tri

eld de ays as a single

exponential:

∂P
1
(6.1)
= (P (t) − χ0 E(t)) ,
∂t
τ
where τ is the relaxation time and χ0 the stati ele tri al sus eptibility of the
material in an ele tri eld E(t). Fourier transforming this expression and
using the relations: P (ω) = ǫ0 χ(ω)E(ω) and ǫ = ǫ0 (1 + χ(ω)), the following
expression is found for the diele tri

ǫ = ǫ0 +

onstant:

χ0
1 + iωτ

,

(6.2)

The frequen y dependent impedan e of polymeri Li4 C60 is shown in
Z” as a fun tion of Z ′ is a perfe t semi ir le as ex-

Fig. 6.5. Remarkably,

pe ted for an ideal RC
and

ir uit

onrming the absen e of other resistan es

apa itan es in series from the ele tri

onta ts.

In the upper panel of Fig. 6.5 the imaginary part of the impedan e Z”,
′
whi h is dire tly proportional to ǫ , is shown as a fun tion of frequen y. At
all temperatures,

Z”

in reases with in reasing frequen y to a maximum af-

ter whi h it begins to de rease as expe ted for a Debye solid. The maximum
orresponds to the loss peak and is observed at the angular frequen y
whi h

ωτ = 1.

ω

at

It was possible to determine the a tivation energy and the

orrelation time. The a tivation energy is about 209 meV in good agreement
with NMR. In

ontrast,

τ0

was found to be 60 times higher (119 ps). This

dis repan y suggests a diusion me hanism
tion times. However, the

hara terized by several orrela+
omplete des ription of the Li dynami s is still

unknown and requires further studies.

6.2.4 Ele troni

ondu tivity

For temperatures below 250 K, the mi rowave losses in the
sample are very small

avity from the

onrming the insulating nature of this phase [32℄. At

higher temperatures the mi rowave

ondu tivity of the polymeri

phase is

anomalous, there is a maximum at 300 K (Fig. 6.6).
To gain further insight into the nature of the ele troni
phase we studied the high frequen y ESR spe trum.
ously [97℄, that the polymeri
a

state of this

It was shown previ-

phase of Li4 C60 has paramagneti

enters in

on entration of about 1 per ent per C60 mole ules attributed to defe ts

of the

rystal stru ture.

The spin sus eptibility measured by 9 GHz ESR

[97℄ shows an interesting temperature dependen e. For temperatures below
100 K the behavior is Curie-like. Above this temperature the sus eptibility
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Figure 6.6: Temperature dependen e of the mi rowave
meri

ondu tivity of poly-

Li4 C60 normalized to one at 295 K.

is approximately

onstant to about 250 K where it starts to in rease with

T.

At 450 K the sus eptibility is four times larger than at 250 K.
In Fig. 6.7, the temperature evolution of the HF-ESR spe trum of polymeri

Li4 C60 is shown. Between 150 K and 280 K the spe trum is the sum

of two

omponents. One is an isotropi

powder spe trum with an uniaxial

g -fa

Lorentzian line while the other is a
tor anisotropy. In the following, we

will refer to these two lines as the isotropi

and the anisotropi

omponents

of the spe trum.
Interestingly, the

g -fa

tor anisotropy in reases with the lowering of the

temperature from 0.3 mT at 290 K to 0.6 mT at 160 K. The intensity of the
isotropi

Iiso /Itot ,
T > 260 K

omponent of the spe trum divided by the total intensity ,

is strongly temperature dependent and is shown in Fig.6.8. At
the isotropi

omponent dominates the spe trum, while in the 220-260 K

range the above ratio in reases and rea hes a
where the anisotropi

onstant value near 160 K

omponent is the most important. For

T < 150 K, the

saturation of the ESR lines prevented further measurements. The position of
the isotropi

omponent

oin ides with the rst moment of the anisotropi

one in the full temperature range.
We interpret this temperature dependen e of the ESR spe trum as a
onsequen e of the hopping of lo alized ele troni

150 K. At low temperatures,

states a tivated for

the major part of the lo alized ele troni

T >

states

diuse slowly with respe t to the ESR time s ale. The ele trons whi h are
seen stati

by ESR give an uniaxial

g -fa

tor anisotropy absorption line due

to the low symmetry of the surrounding. The ele trons whi h diuse rapidly
average the anisotropy and give the isotropi

omponent of the spe trum.

Two distin t ee ts inuen e the ESR spe trum at higher temperatures.
First, the fra tion of the rapidly diusing ele trons and so the intensity of the
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150 K
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ESR Signal (A.U.)

250 K

340 K
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Figure 6.7: Temperature evolution of the 222.4 GHz ESR spe trum of polymeri

Li4 C60 . A simulation is shown below ea h spe trum. At the two lowest

temperatures the spe trum is tted with an uniaxial

g

fa tor powder spe -

trum and a Lorentzian line. The spe trum at 340 K is the sum of a three-axial

g

fa tor powder spe trum and a Lorentzian line.

isotropi

omponent in reases. Se ond, the slowly diusing ele trons spend

more time in a more isotropi

g -fa

tor anisotropy. A

environment giving a temperature dependent

ording to the ESR, 90 per ent of the ele trons are

rapidly diusing at 280 K. This me hanism diers from the

lassi al "mo-
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tional narrowing" of the absorption line where no

hanges in the

g -fa

tor

with in reasing temperature is expe ted [54℄.
The motion rate

1/τ

of the hopping ele trons

an be estimate with

the expression for the motional narrowing given in Se . 3.3.6: ∆ω(T ) =
(∆ω(0))2 · τ . ∆ω(0) and ∆ω(T ) are the width of the stati and the narrowed ESR spe trum respe tively. The width of the stati

spe trum is about

equal to the g-fa tor anisotropy measured at the lowest temperature, 0.45 mT
at 150 K. The line width of the isotropi
300 K. These values
magneti

omponent is equal to 0.07 mT at

an be expressed in GHz by multiplying for the gyro-

ratio of the free ele tron

γ = 28 GHz/T. The

motion rate at 300 K

is then about 1 GHz, a very low value for an ele tron in a

rystal.

It is important to observe here that the fast diusing ele trons are not delo alized. If they were delo alized they would give a
line with the "stati " ele trons and the two

ommon ESR resonan e

omponents of the spe trum

would not be distinguishable.

0.9

0.8

7

I
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0.
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Figure 6.8: Temperature dependen e of the intensity of the homogeneous
omponent of the 222.4 GHz ESR spe trum respe t to the overall intensity. At 275 K the 90 per ent of the ESR intensity is in the homogeneous
omponent.
This in rease of the number of hopping ele trons explains the in rease
with temperature of the mi rowave

ondu tivity below

300

K. Interestingly,

the motion of the lo alized ele troni states sets on in the same temperature
+
7
range as the Li diusion is shown by Li NMR. This suggests that stati
+
Li ions bind the ele trons.
At about 290 K the ESR spe trum gradually hanges. New paramagneti
enters with a rhombi
this

g -fa

tor anisotropy appear (Fig. 6.7). The intensity of

omponent is about a third of the isotropi

one at 340 K. The spe trum
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broadens with lowering temperature due the in rease of the intrinsi
width and of the
this spe tral

g -fa

line

tor anisotropy. This prevents to determine whatever

ontribution is present at all temperatures or appears at about

275 K.
In
that

on lusion, HF-ESR observes slowly hopping lo alized ele troni
ontribute to the mi rowave

ondu tivity of the polymeri

Li4 C60 . We suggest that the ele troni

states

phase of

states are small-polarons [62, 99℄.

One of the rst des riptions of polarons was given by Holstein [100℄. He
des ribed an ele tron moving slowly with respe t to the phonon frequen y
in an insulating material. The ele tron-phonon intera tion is usually small
and

an be treated as a perturbation of the ele troni

the intera tion gives rise to ele troni

the ele trons. For large values of the ele tron-phonon
intera tion

states.

In this

ase

transitions and limits the life-time of

annot be treated as a perturbation and

oupling

onstant the

hanges the ele troni

onguration.
The strong ele tron-phonon intera tion distorts and polarizes the latti e
near the ele tron.

This distortion results in an ex itation of the phonons

and provides a potential well for the ele tron whi h be omes lo alized. The
polaron is the quasi parti le
the

oupled phonon

lo alization length is
Small polarons

onstituted by the self-trapped ele tron and

loud. The polaron is

alled "small" when the ele tron

omparable to the latti e

onstant.

an move in the latti e leaving the number of ex ited opti-

al phonons un hanged or by

hanging it. The rst pro ess

alled "diagonal"

is dominant well below the Debye temperature and gives rise to Blo h-like
energy bands.

The non-diagonal transitions in this temperature limit the

life time of the polaron. With in reasing temperature the probability of the
non-diagonal transitions in reases and the life-time of the polaron be omes
omparable to the band width. At these temperatures the motion be omes
hopping-like.
The ee t of non-intera ting polaron motion on
studied by Holstein [100℄.

He found a de reasing

perature in the band-regime and an a tivated
regime. A model of

ondu tivity with tem-

ondu tivity in the hopping

orrelated small polaron motion was suggested by Ihle

and Lorenz [101, 102℄ to des ribe the
that polaron-polaron

ondu tivity was also

orrelations

ondu tivity of Fe3 O4 . They showed

hange the temperature dependen e of the

ondu tivity. In the band regime, a gap in the small-polaroni
resulting in an a tivated behavior of the
intera ting

ondu tivity in

ase. The authors explain the maximum in the

observed for this material as a

band opens

ontrast to the non-

dc

rossover between the two possible

ondu tivity
ondu tion

me hanisms, band-like and hopping-like, of intera ting polarons.
In Li4 C60 the small polaron
intera tions

on entration is low and polaron-polaron
+
an be negle ted. However, polarons bind to the Li atoms at

low temperatures a

ording to ESR. This suggests a

orrelation between the

small polarons and the ions motion. We suggest that this
give rise to the observed maximum in the

orrelation

ould

ondu tivity at room temperature

with a similar me hanisms as that Fe3 O4 .
The de rease of the

ondu tivity

ould be a

onsequen e of stru tural
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hanges, e.g. defe ts of the polymeri
spin sus eptibility for

T > 275.

sheets as suggested by the in reasing

The sus eptibility in reases by a fa tor of

four between 250 K and 450 K. Thus the

on entration of magneti

would in rease by about a fa tor of 7.2 a

though, X-ray dira tion does not observe important
stru ture [97℄ these

defe ts

ording to the Curie law.
hanges in the

Al-

rystal

annot be ex luded sin e this experimental method has

a limited sensitivity. Stru tural

hanges usually show hysteresis

temperature that are not observed by mi rowave

y les with

ondu tivity measurements.

At this stage of the studies is not possible to determine the exa t me hanism of the polaroni

ondu tion in Li4 C60 and further stru tural studies

are required to understand the temperature dependen e of the mi rowave
ondu tivity in this temperature range.

It is important to stress that the

on entration of mobile ele trons is small and small-polaron
Li4 C60

ontributes signi antly to the

the loss peak only, where the ioni

ontribution is no more important. For

this reason at mi rowave frequen ies the
mined by the ele troni

6.3

ondu tion in

ondu tivity at frequen ies higher than

(polaroni )

ondu tivity of the sample is deter-

ondu tion.

Depolymerization and monomeri

phase

At temperatures above 470 K, X-ray dira tion observes a monomeri
whi h

oexists in a wide temperature range with the polymeri

shown in Fig. 6.9.

Depolymerization is

hysteresis is observed on

phase

phase as

omplete at about 600 K. A large

ooling.

Figure 6.9: Depolymerization of Li4 C60 followed by X-ray dira tion. The
polymeri

and monomeri

phases

oexist in a large temperature range [97℄.

The ee t of depolymerization on the temperature dependen e of the
mi rowave

ondu tivity

σ

is shown in Fig 6.10. Dierent

σ(T )

measured by heating from 200 K to 350, 600 and 690 K and

urves were

ooling down at
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the same rate of 8 K/minutes. Below 200 K, the
to indu e measurable mi rowave losses.

All

ondu tivity was too small

σ(T )

urves show an in rease

with in reasing temperature from 200 K and have a maximum around 300 K
as seen in the previous paragraph. At higher temperatures, the

ondu tivity

de reases to a minimum at 410 K after whi h it in reases rapidly. At 690 K,
the

ondu tivity of Li4 C60 is about 20 times larger than at room temperature.

Hystereti

behavior is observed above 420 K. A se ond

σ(T )

urve measured

up to 690 K showed a smaller hysteresis loop and a shift in the minimum of
the

ondu tivity from 420 K to 380 K.

20
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(295 K)
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Figure 6.10: Depolymerization of Li4 C60 followed by mi rowave
measurements. The

ondu tivity

urves were obtained heating the sample to 600 K (red

suqares), 690 K a rst time (blue triangles) and a se ond time (green
The arrows indi ate the sign of the temperature sweep.
above 450 K Li4 C60 depolymerizes and the
metalli

monomeri

The in reasing

ir les).

At temperatures

ondu tivity in reases as the

phase forms.

σ with in

reasing

T

in the temperature range where Li4 C60

monomer domains grow is explained by assuming that the high temperature
monomeri

phase is a good

ondu tor. This is in agreement with previously

reported ESR and NMR results [103℄. The room temperature sample
du tivity is unae ted by thermal
se ond thermal

y ling however the hystereti

on-

loop of the

y le is smaller. These observations indi ate that the poly-

mer morphology has a thermal history dependen e but does not inuen e
the overall ele troni

properties.

Chapter 7
Theses
1. I took part in the proje t to modernize the high frequen y ele tron spin
resonan e (HF-ESR) spe trometer at the Budapest University of Te hnology and E onomi s. I

onstru ted the probe head and the vibration

isolated supporting stru ture of the spe trometer.

The self resonant

frequen y of the stru ture is 10 Hz and this low value guarantees the
me hani al stability needed to measure small intensity ESR signals.
10
spin/G at
The sensitivity of the upgraded spe trometer, about 10
222.4 GHz, is

omparable to the best 9 GHz

ommer ial spe trome-

ters.
2. I measured the various phase transition temperatures of the KC60
fulleride with HF-ESR and mi rowave

ondu tivity.

I demonstrated

that these experimental te hniques are parti ularly suitable to eviden e
phase segregations in fullerides.

The enhan ed spe tral resolution of

the high frequen y ESR allows to separate the
with slightly dierent

g

fa tors whi h have a

mer ial 9 GHz ESR spe trometers.

The

ontributions of phases
ommon line in

om-

onta tless mi rowave loss

measurements allow for a pre ise measurement of the intrinsi

ele tri

ondu tivity.
3. My high frequen y ESR measurements eviden e phase segregation on a
nanos ale in the Na2 C60 fulleride salts below 450 K. The spin sus eptibility extra ted from the ESR intensity demonstrates that at least one
of these phases is metalli . I showed that at higher temperatures the
+
Na ions diuse and the material is homogeneous with a stoi hiomet+
ri
omposition of Na2 C60 at 520 K. I onrmed the role of the Na
ion diusion in the segregation pro ess with HF-ESR measurements on
samples quen hed from temperatures above 520 K.
4. I showed with multifrequen y ESR that the fulleride polymer Mg5 C60 is
a homogeneous material, stable to at least 823 K. I performed infrared
and Raman studies that suggest single bonds between the fulleride
ions and possible Mg-C60
mi rowave

ovalent bonds.

In a

ombined ESR and

ondu tivity study, I showed that Mg5 C60 is metalli

200 K and undergoes a gradual transition to a paramagneti

above

insulating

state at lower temperatures. I attributed this transition to Anderson

86

87

Theses

lo alisation of the ele troni states driven by the intrinsi disorder of the
rystal stru ture. From a study of the ESR line width I suggested that
the main spin relaxation me hanism is the ele tron-phonon
5. I studied by mi rowave

ondu tivity and ESR the ee t of potassium

inter alation on the ele tri

properties of poly(C60 C8 H8 ).

and magneti

I showed that the resulting K2 C60 C8 H8

200

K, in

oupling.

opolymer is metalli

ontrast to the pristine poly(C60 C8 H8 )

an insulator at all temperatures.

at

T >

opolymer that is

At lower temperatures K2 C60 C8 H8

has a gradual transition to a magneti

insulator ground state that I

attributed to a disorder-driven Anderson lo alization of the ele troni
states.
6. I showed that hopping lo alized ele troni
rowave

ondu tivity of the polymeri

states

ontribute to the mi-

phase of the Li4 C60 fulleride. I

studied the ee ts of depolymerization on the mi rowave
and showed that the monomer phase is a good

ondu tivity

ondu tor.
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